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ABSTRACT
An estimator for a Doppler/ GPS navigation system including a Doppler radar
velocity sensor, a gyromagnetic compass, a displacement gyroscope, a GPS receiver,
and a barometric altimeter is developed. The basic principles behind both Doppler and
GPS navigation are presented, and the strengths and limitations of each are discussed.
The sources of error for each sensor are characterized. The navigation system utilizes
an extended Kalman filter to provide an optimal navigation solution.
The performance of the navigation filter is analyzed by first isolating individual
environment errors and demonstrating how well each of the errors can be estimated
given either altimeter measurements or GPS pseudorange measurements. The filter
performance is then tested against the full suite of environment errors under varying
mission conditions including poor satellite geometry, complete loss of GPS measure-
ments, failure of the displacement gyroscope, and high vehicle dynamics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
During the last fifty years, the Doppler effect has been exploited in a wide range of
activities including mapping, targeting, and navigation. Doppler radar continues to be
used in helicopters as a means to obtain velocity measurements which, when com-
bined with external heading and/or an attitude reference, can provide a good quality
navigation solution. The Doppler velocity is obtained in the antenna coordinate frame
and is transformed to a navigation coordinate frame using information from a mag-
netic compass and vertical reference, or an inertial measurement unit, etc. The naviga-
tion system then calculates the new position based on the old position and the velocity
measurement. In modern Doppler velocity systems, the position accuracy of the sys-
tem will be primarily limited by the accuracy of the heading reference; e.g., for a con-
stant heading error, the cross-track position error will equal the heading error times the
distance traveled.
With the advent of the Global Positioning System (GPS), numerous combinations
of GPS with existing traditional navigation systems, such as inertial and radio naviga-
tion systems, have been and will continue to be explored. With good satellite geometry
and reception conditions, GPS can provide very accurate positioning information as
well as velocity. If the GPS receiver does not have a good satellite geometry due to ter-
rain masking or if the receiver is subject to jamming or other interference, the informa-
tion obtained may be severely degraded.
A combined Doppler/GPS navigation system takes advantage of the strengths of
each system and uses the other system to offset the weaknesses, thereby providing an
improved navigation solution over a wider range of mission scenarios. Current Dop-
pler/GPS implementations use GPS position to periodically reset the Doppler position
solution to the GPS solution. This implementation largely underutilizes the informa-
tion available from GPS. To increase the accuracy of this system, GPS measurements
could be used to calibrate the heading reference errors. Beyond that, Doppler velocity
errors could also be calibrated, and ultimately, GPS and Doppler measurements could
be combined in a navigation filter that would provide optimal estimation and correc-
tion of Doppler, attitude reference, and GPS sensor data.
Efforts are underway to test and analyze the integration of GPS into a Doppler nav-
igation system, namely the AN/ASN-128/G, for use in the U.S. Army UH-60 Black
Hawk helicopter. This particular embedded Doppler/GPS system uses the aforemen-
tioned GPS position updating of the Doppler navigation solution and does not opti-
mally use the GPS information [5].
The research culminating in this thesis was performed as part of a C. S. Draper
Laboratory Corporate Sponsored Research Project entitled "Unified Analysis Capabil-
ity for Integrated GPS/INS Systems" under which a high-fidelity simulation of tightly-
coupled GPS/INS systems was developed. Analysis of a Doppler/GPS system was of
interest for vehicles in which a complete inertial navigation system is not currently
available. This thesis focused on the development of a navigation filter for a Doppler/
GPS system in which measurement data from a Doppler velocity sensor, a GPS
receiver, a heading reference, a vertical reference, and a barometric altimeter are pro-
cessed in an extended Kalman filter to provide an optimal estimate of the vehicle posi-
tion and velocity. In this system, GPS information is used to calibrate the Doppler and
attitude reference errors so that if the GPS signal is unavailable due to such reasons as
cited earlier, the vehicle can be flown for a longer period of time with the calibrated
Doppler system than would be possible with an uncalibrated system, thereby improv-
ing the overall navigation system performance.
1.1 UH-60 Mission
The Army UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter is primarily a utility and transport heli-
copter used for troop insertion, extraction, and resupply. The UH-60 mission is catego-
rized as Point-to-Point, Rendezvous or Hover Hold. The helicopter pilot typically
performs Hover Hold without navigation instrument aiding. The Point-to-Point and
Rendezvous missions have navigation accuracy requirements on the order of tens of
meters to hundreds of meters. The helicopter operates according to visual flight rules
(VFR) only and does not perform any automatic terrain following which would have
tighter accuracy requirements.
A typical mission profile for transporting troops and supplies, as illustrated in
Figure 1.1, begins with takeoff and a low-level flight from an assembly area to the first
waypoint followed by contour flight to the pick-up zone.
Delivery
Point
PontAssembly
Area
Waypoint 2
Waypoint I
Pick-up
Zone
Figure 1.1 Typical UH-60 Mission Scenario
At this point, the helicopter pilot either lands to load troops or hovers while perform-
ing a sling pick-up of cargo. The following sequence of events is repeated until all of
troops and/or supplies have been delivered. The profile continues with contour flight to
the second waypoint and contour or nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) flight to the delivery
point where the pilot either lands to unload troops or hovers to unload cargo. Again,
the flight to the third waypoint is either contour flight or NOE, after which, the pilot
returns to the pick-up zone to reload. After the delivery is complete, low-level flight
from the third waypoint to the assembly area and landing at the assembly area com-
pletes the mission.
Nap-of-the-Earth flight is characterized by low, slow flight at speeds under 20
knots and less than 30 feet above the ground. Nap-of-the-Earth flight may occur below
tree level or inside a valley. Contour flight is characterized by higher speeds ranging
from 20 to 60 knots at an altitude of 30 to 60 feet. The frequent flights over waypoints
are necessary in order to update the current position in the Doppler navigator relative
to the location of a known landmark.
1.2 Doppler Navigation
1.2.1 Introduction
The Doppler radar velocity navigation system is a self-contained, dead-reckoning
system that determines the vehicle velocity by exploiting the Doppler frequency shift
phenomena. The Doppler shift is the increase or decrease in the frequency of a wave or
signal due to the motion of the signal generator relative to the signal receiver. In a
Doppler radar navigation system, the radar antenna located on-board the vehicle trans-
mits a signal which is reflected off the ground and detected. The frequency shift
observed in the received signal is used to determine the velocity of the vehicle relative
to the ground. Only the component of velocity along the direction of the radar beam
affects the frequency of the signal. Illustrated in Figure 1.2 is the geometry involved in
the two-dimensional case where the angle a is the depression angle of the radar beam,
and V is the vehicle velocity vector.
Radar Beam
Ground/Water
Figure 1.2 Doppler Geometry
The magnitude of the frequency shift is given by the following equation:
2
fd = Vcos (-1)
where X is the wavelength of the signal and Vcosao is called the beam velocity, which
is the velocity along the direction of the radar beam. If the vehicle pictured in
Figure 1.2 is moving forward, the return frequency will be greater than the transmitted
frequency, i.e. a positive Doppler shift. Likewise, if the vehicle is moving backwards,
the return frequency will be less than the transmitted frequency so the Doppler shift
will be negative.
In order to determine the complete horizontal velocity of the vehicle, the radar
beams are often arranged in either the three- or four-beam Janus configuration where
two beams are pointed forward and the remaining beams are pointed aft. Views of
these configurations from above the vehicle are illustrated in Figure 1.3.
TB 
B
Figure 1.3 Three-Beam and Four-Beam Janus Configuration
Both configurations provide along-track and cross-track velocity, but the four
beam configuration also provides redundancy. In large pitch and roll maneuvers, one
of the beams may no longer hit the ground close enough or at a small enough inci-
dence angle to reflect sufficient signal power back to the antenna for reception. An
additional beam may be used in such a case to ensure that there is enough information
for a navigation solution.
The orientation of the beams with respect to the vehicle body coordinate frame is
described by the three direction angles, y, cy, and W, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. The
subscripts B and b indicate the vehicle body frame and the beam coordinate frame,
respectively.
The following equations are used to calculate body velocity from the four beam veloc-
ities:
Vehicle Body
XB
I
Xb
Beam Frame
Zb
b Beam direction
Figure 1.4 Doppler Beam Geometry
c cy C-Cy 
-
V B = -c o c C
c- W CW CC
Vb
Vb;
V3
bz
cosy1 + cosy 2 +
cosa + cOS 2 +
cost/I + cosy 2 +
cosy 3 + cosy4  4cosy
1
COSa 3 + COS 4  4cose
COS W3 + COS i 4 4cosW
The far right-hand side of Equations 1-3 through 1-5 are approximations that are exact
if the four beams are perfectly symmetric. If the beams are not perfectly aligned, the
angles y, o, and xy may vary from beam to beam.
where:
(1-2)
c =
7
C =a
C =
'I
(1-3)
(1-4)
(1-5)
Additional attitude references are necessary to relate the body coordinate frame to
a navigation frame such as north-east-down or an inertial coordinate frame.
1.2.2 Signal Characteristics
The Doppler radar system under investigation transmits a frequency-modulated,
continuous-wave (FM-CW) radar signal. The Doppler radar signal is reflected off the
terrain and scattered to varying degrees depending on the type of terrain so that the
signal received at the Doppler antenna is noise-like in character. The exact shape and
magnitude of the return frequency distribution depends on the terrain below the vehi-
cle.
For rough surfaces such as wooded terrain, the reflection off the terrain is very dif-
fuse, and the radar signal is scattered uniformly in many directions, resulting in a
roughly Gaussian distribution, as illustrated in Figure 1.5.
The strength of a signal reflected off wooded terrain is significantly higher than that of
a signal reflected off calm waters or ice since these reflections become more specular
in nature. The power level of the return signal is therefore described by the radar beam
incidence angle with the terrain and a backscattering coefficient that is dependent on
the terrain type. Figure 1.6 illustrates how the backscattering changes with incidence
angle and terrain type.
Typically the terrain type is described as one of six general types: rough land, barren
land, snow and ice, and three sea states described by the Beaufort scale. The Beaufort
1 sea state is described as a rippled sea surface without foam crests. A Beaufort 3 sea
has a surface with large wavelets, crests that are beginning to break, and scattered
white caps. The Beaufort 4 sea state consists of small waves that are increasing in size
and frequent white caps [2].
ir Mean Frequency
Frequency
Figure 1.5 Return Signal Spectrum
The frequency tracker in the Doppler navigator tracks the center frequency of this
noise-like return which tends to wobble back and forth. If the vehicle is in motion, the
center frequency will be the sum of the carrier frequency and the Doppler frequency
shift. In order for the frequency tracker to track the center frequency of the return sig-
nal, the signal must be distinguishable from any background noise in the system. The
signal-to-noise ratio for this system is derived from the radar equation. For a fre-
quency-modulated, continuous-wave radar, the signal power is as follows:
10
0 1Rough Laid
Sea (Beaufort 4)
- Barren Land
-20 Snow & Ike
-3 Sea (Beaufort 3)
Sea (Beaufort 1)
-40
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Incidence Angle (degrees)
Figure 1.6 Backscattering Characteristics For Various Terrain Types
1
R2 cos (W)
Transmitted power Area illuminated Backscatt
per area on ground effec
J 1
ering
t
2G T J (D)2
47c
Antenna Modulation
aperture Losses
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G, is the transmitter antenna gain
R is the slant range to the ground
Aw is the average of radian 2-way beamwidths
W is the beam incidence angle
oo is the backscattering coefficient (from Figure 1.6, dB)
X is the wavelength of the signal
Gr is the receiver antenna gain
fm is the modulation frequency
J 1 (D) is a first-order Bessel function representing modulation losses where
2ifmRD = 23 sin ( m) . and c are the modulation index and speed of light,
respectively.
The noise power is expressed by:
Pn = kToBF (1-7)
where:
k is Boltzmann's constant (1.380622 x 10- 23 joules/lK)
To is the reference temperature (273 'K)
B is the bandwidth of the leakage elimination filter
F is an estimate of the noise figure
The signal-to-noise ratio can be calculated from Equation 1-6 and Equation 1-7.
1.2.3 Strengths and Limitations
One of the strengths of the Doppler radar navigation system is that it is highly self-
contained since it relies only on the terrain below the vehicle and its own sensors. It is
also extremely difficult to jam a Doppler radar signal during low-level flight. In addi-
tion, the equipment for this navigation system is already in place on the Black Hawk
helicopters; the pilots are already trained on these instruments.
The major limitation of the Doppler navigator is long-term accuracy which is fur-
ther degraded during over-water operation. Since the backscattering of the signal var-
ies dramatically with terrain type and incidence angle as illustrated in Figure 1.6, the
Doppler navigator performance is highly terrain dependent. As mentioned previously,
the signal reflection off of smooth surfaces such as water or ice is much more specular
in nature than that off of rough terrain. Consequently, less return signal power is
received, and the centroid of the frequency distribution may be biased toward a lower
frequency than the actual doppler frequency, as pictured in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7 Bias of Frequency Distribution Due to Terrain Surface Type
For over-water operation, this bias is called the over-water calibration shift. Signal
reflection off man-made artifacts, such as tin roofs, may also result in a biased center
frequency.
To improve over-water navigation quality, many Doppler navigators have a switch
that must be flipped to enable compensation systems. Others employ special beam
shaping techniques to reduce the over-water frequency shift that biases the velocity
solution so that a special mode of operation over water is unnecessary.
Since the Doppler navigation system is a dead-reckoning system, the performance
is highly dependent on the accuracy of the heading reference. For a heading reference
with a one-sigma accuracy of o, the Doppler navigator accuracy is about 1.3% (CEP)
of the total distance traveled [3]. Errors inherent in the sensor as well as errors in
knowledge of local magnetic north can substantially impact the accuracy of the posi-
tion solution.
Since the long-term accuracy is poor, the pilot is required to frequently fly over
waypoints whose coordinates were stored in the Doppler navigator prior to the flight.
Once the helicopter is over the waypoint, the pilot must press a button on the Doppler
navigator so that it updates its current position to that of the waypoint, resulting in a
high pilot workload.
Because the Doppler navigator radiates RF energy, it is considered an active sys-
tem and is therefore vulnerable to detection. In addition, since the Doppler system
depends on the RF return from the terrain, it is also vulnerable to unintentional jam-
ming.
1.3 GPS Navigation
1.3.1 Introduction
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based navigation system in
which the user's GPS antenna receives signals from the satellites that are in view. By
tracking the signals from a suitable set of satellites, the GPS receiver can determine its
position and velocity.
The Global Positioning System is composed of a space segment, a control seg-
ment, and a user segment. The space segment nominally consists of twenty-four satel-
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lites located in circular orbits at altitudes of approximately 20,000 km with 12 hour
periods. These orbits are distributed in six orbital planes with inclinations of 550 pro-
viding nearly global coverage.
The control segment includes five ground stations which are responsible for moni-
toring the orbits and health of the GPS satellites and updating the ephemeris data for
the satellites as necessary.
The user segment is composed of all of the GPS receivers that are currently in use
for applications which range from the measurement of tectonic plate motion after an
earthquake to recreational marine navigation. Signals from the GPS satellites that are
in view are received by the antenna assembly of the user receiver. The receiver tracks
these signals and compares the pseudorandom code that the satellites are broadcasting
with its own replication of that code for each satellite. The receiver then moves its
code replication around in time until it matches the received satellite code. The neces-
sary time increment for the two to match establishes a "range in time" between the
GPS satellite and receiver. This range is termed a pseudorange since it includes atmo-
spheric propagation delays as well as any errors between the satellite clock and
receiver clock. The satellite position at transmission time can be determined from the
ephemeris data in the navigation message and the transmission time. Given data from
one satellite, the receiver location is then known to be on a sphere centered at the satel-
lite with a radius equal to the pseudorange. With data from an additional satellite, the
receiver position is narrowed to a circle that is described by the intersection of the
spheres of each satellite. Data from a third satellite places the receiver at one of two
locations, and typically one of these solutions is discarded as unreasonable. A fourth
satellite is used to correct for errors in the user clock. With aiding information from
other navigational instruments, the GPS receiver can instantaneously determine posi-
tion with fewer than four satellites.
Additional measurement types include range-rate and Integrated Doppler. Range-
rate is implemented by differencing two pseudorange measurements in time. Inte-
grated Doppler, on the other hand, requires continuous tracking of the carrier signal to
count the number of elapsed carrier cycles. In a high dynamics or jamming environ-
ment, carrier tracking is extremely difficult to maintain and is therefore unreliable.
1.3.2 Signal Characteristics
The GPS satellites continuously broadcast encoded information on two frequen-
cies, L1 =1575.42 MHz and L2 =1227.6 MHz. The Coarse/Acquisition (C/A) code is
1023 bits long and is transmitted on L I at a data rate of 1.023 Mbps; therefore it
repeats every millisecond [23]. Each satellite has a unique code to transmit. Precise (P)
code is a much longer code sequence which repeats every 267 days if the control seg-
ment does not reset it. Each satellite is given a seven day segment of the code which
starts at midnight on Sunday morning. P-code is transmitted on both L1 and L 2 at
10.23 Mbps. By using dual frequencies, errors due to propagation through the iono-
sphere can be estimated. These and other error sources are further discussed in
Section 2.2.4.2. To ensure that military receivers (also called keyed receivers) would
not be affected by imitation GPS signals transmitted by an outside source (otherwise
knows as "spoofing" a receiver), an anti-spoofing scheme was developed. The P-code
is encrypted to form the P(Y)-code which can only be tracked by keyed receivers. As
of January 31, 1994 anti-spoofing is fully operational so that the unencrypted P-code is
not normally available. C/A code can still be tracked by any GPS receiver, but only
keyed receivers can track the P(Y)-code.
Single-frequency positioning using only C/A code on L l is termed Standard Posi-
tioning Service (SPS) which is the positioning available to civilian users. Single- or
dual-frequency positioning available through a keyed military receiver is called Pre-
cise Positioning Service (PPS).
The navigation message, which is superimposed upon the C/A code and the Y-
code, contains GPS clock time, satellite ephemeris data, and almanac data for all of the
GPS satellites and is transmitted at a much slower rate of 50 bits per second.
1.3.3 Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of the Global Positioning System are that it provides continuously
available coverage of most of the Earth and can provide very accurate positioning
information. In the absence of selective availability, SPS three-dimensional GPS posi-
tion information is good to about 29 meters (2 DRMS) horizontally and 44.5 meters (2
a) vertically [24]. Selective availability (SA) is a mode of the Global Positioning Sys-
tem whereby errors are intentionally added into the satellite signals to corrupt the posi-
tioning information. As with anti-spoofing, selective availability only affects receivers
that are not keyed since keyed receivers know how the signal is corrupted and can
remove the errors that are introduced. If SA is on, SPS GPS position information for a
unkeyed receiver is only good to about 100 meters (2 DRMS) horizontally and 156
meters (2 a) vertically [24]. With a military Y-code receiver, the PPS three-dimen-
sional position is good to about 16 meters SEP [19].
Unfortunately GPS has its limitations as well. Since it is a satellite-based system,
the navigation solution can degrade rapidly if there are an insufficient number of satel-
lites in view or if a good geometry is unavailable. The former is especially a concern
for helicopters that may be operating amid valleys and other obstacles that would
mask the satellite signals.
To describe the effect that a particular satellite geometry has on the accuracy of the
navigation solution, several quantities called dilutions of precision (DOPs) are used.
The dilution of precision is the ratio of the positioning accuracy to the measurement
accuracy, as shown below:
a = DOP - oo  (1-8)
where YO is the standard deviation of the pseudorange measurement and a is the stan-
dard deviation of one component of position, i.e. horizontal position [ 11].
The DOPs commonly associated with GPS positioning are geometric dilution of
precision (GDOP), position dilution of precision (PDOP), horizontal dilution of preci-
sion (HDOP), vertical dilution of precision (VDOP), and time dilution of precision
(TDOP). Detailed discussions of dilutions of precision may be found in [1 ]. A typical
good geometry is composed of satellites that are spread widely around the horizon and
one satellite directly overhead. For a helicopter flying through a valley, there will be
fewer satellites visible, and the satellites that are visible will be grouped more closely
overhead, resulting in a poor satellite geometry and less accurate position information.
In addition, the GPS signals are susceptible to jamming and spoofing.
1.4 Doppler/GPS Navigation
An integrated Doppler/GPS navigation system takes advantage of the self-con-
tained nature of the Doppler navigator to provide continuous navigation solutions and
the high accuracy of GPS to improve the quality of the navigation solution when GPS
is available. For example, the accuracy of the Doppler navigation solution depends on
an accurate initial position and an accurate heading reference; GPS needs neither.
Doppler performance suffers over water, but GPS is unaffected by these over-water
effects. In fact, operation over water typically implies that there is very little terrain in
the vicinity that would mask the GPS signals. On the other hand, terrain masking and
signal jamming are operational concerns for GPS, but Doppler radar is unaffected by
such masking and is difficult to jam.
1.4.1 Previous Research
Previous research into combining a Doppler radar velocity sensor and a GPS
receiver has involved both Doppler-aided GPS systems and integrated Doppler/GPS
systems.
The Naval Air Development Center has performed studies involving Doppler-aid-
ing of a Receiver 3A GPS receiver for use on Navy helicopters. The testing of the DRS
(Doppler radar sensor) mode for Receiver 3A using a modeled Doppler system indi-
cated that satellite acquisition/reacquisition performance improved, the tolerable jam-
ming level increased, and the navigation performance during normal satellite tracking
as well as during satellite outages improved [18].
Two Doppler/GPS navigation systems have been proposed to the U. S. Army for
use on-board the Black Hawk helicopter. As mentioned in Section 1, the AN/ASN-
128/G embedded Doppler/GPS navigation system uses a GPS receiver to periodically
update the Doppler position solution [5].
While GPS is available, this straightforward implementation provides accurate
positioning information; however, without GPS, the performance of the system rapidly
degrades. Due to periodic system calibration, the navigation solution may not degrade
as quickly as that of the AN/ASN-128 Doppler navigator alone.
An alternate system would enhance the capabilities provided by the Computer Dis-
play Unit in the AN/ASN- 128 so that in addition to display and interface functions, the
new computer display unit would provide filtering of the data from a Miniaturized Air-
borne GPS Receiver (MAGR) receiver and the AN/ASN-128 Doppler sensor in order
to estimate the vehicle position.
1.4.2 Proposed System
The proposed implementation, which can improve the quality of the Doppler/GPS
navigation system if GPS is periodically unavailable, involves filtering all of the avail-
able navigation information in order to continuously calibrate the Doppler, attitude ref-
erence, barometric altimeter, and GPS receiver errors. This would result not only in
increased performance but also in a more flexible system. If the accuracy of the veloc-
ity data is improved, the Doppler can provide more accurate information to the GPS
receiver in a tightly-coupled integration which allows for narrower receiver tracking
loop bandwidth resulting in improved system performance during jamming.
The navigation sensors included in this study are a Doppler radar velocity sensor
determining ground-relative velocity, a gyromagnetic compass and a displacement
gyroscope sensing heading, pitch and roll information, a GPS receiver providing pseu-
dorange measurements, and a barometric altimeter providing altitude measurements.
The navigation system presented in this thesis filters all of the above information in
order to derive the maximum benefit from all of the available information to calibrate
system errors.
Chapter 2
Navigation System Design
2.1 Introduction
The AN/ASN-128 Doppler radar velocity sensor that is modeled for this study
consists of a receiver-transmitter-antenna unit (RTA) that transmits and receives the
RF signal, a signal data converter (SDC) that tracks the RF signal and accepts data
from an AN/ASN-43A gyromagnetic compass and a CN-1314 displacement gyro-
scope, and the computer display unit (CDU) which calculates the body velocity. The
CDU also calculates the navigation solution from the Doppler body velocity, gyro-
magnetic compass heading, and the displacement gyroscope pitch and roll angles. In
the AN/ASN-128/G, GPS positioning information is provided by the GPS receiver,
and altitude information is provided by an AAU-32 barometric altimeter.
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 illustrate the navigation system configurations for the
AN/ASN-128 and AN/ASN-128/G, respectively. In Figure 2.2, the GPS receiver out-
put PVT refers to the GPS-derived position, velocity, and time measurements.
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Figure 2.1 AN/ASN-128 Navigation System Configuration
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Figure 2.2 AN/ASN-128/G Navigation System Configuration
The primary difference between the two systems is the addition of a GPS receiver
into the SDC of the AN/ASN-128/G. The Doppler CDU also provides velocity, head-
ing, pitch, and roll aiding data to the GPS receiver. A second difference involves how
the barometric altimeter is used in the system. In the AN/ASN- 128, the Doppler sensor
is used to determine horizontal position, but vertical position information is read
directly from a separate barometric altimeter display. In the AN/ASN-128/G, the GPS
receiver processes altimeter data if only three satellites are available. Note that if only
three satellites are visible, it is likely that the one masked is near the horizon. Since the
barometric altimeter provides a measurement that is equivalent to a satellite directly
overhead, the altimeter may be a poor replacement for the fourth satellite. Calibration
techniques vary between the two systems as well. In the AN/ASN-128, the Doppler
radar beam misalignments are calibrated once upon installation while the AN/ASN-
128/G also uses GPS to periodically perform additional system calibrations [5].
The navigation system configuration under investigation for this thesis, as illus-
trated in Figure 2.3, combines the Doppler vehicle body velocity, the heading, pitch,
roll, altitude, and the raw GPS pseudoranges, which are input to a navigation processor
that calculates the vehicle navigation state.
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Figure 2.3 Doppler/GPS Navigation System with Integrated Extended Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter in the navigation processor calibrates error sources in the system
and uses this information to better estimate the vehicle state.
In this chapter, the major sources of errors for each sensor are described, an over-
view of Kalman filtering is presented, and the filtering implementation is detailed.
2.2 Navigation Sensors
2.2.1 Doppler Radar Velocity Sensor
2.2.1.1 Sensor Overview
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the AN/ASN- 128 Doppler sensor consists of a
receiver-transmitter-antenna unit (RTA), a signal data converter (SDC), and a com-
puter display unit (CDU). The RTA transmits and receives the radar signals for each of
the four beams, switching among beams at a rate of approximately 7.5 Hz. The RTA
then down-converts the signals into an intermediate frequency (IF) range of 0 to 60
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kHz and passes these IF signals and the antenna calibration coefficients to the SDC.
The SDC attempts to isolate the Doppler return signal distribution from any antenna
signal leakage. The frequency tracker in the SDC determines the centroid of the signal
power spectral density for each beam, called the beam frequencies. These beam fre-
quencies are passed to the CDU along with the calibration coefficients and the head-
ing, pitch, and roll information from the gyromagnetic compass and the displacement
gyroscope. The CDU uses all of this data to calculate the vehicle body velocity and the
velocity in the north-east-down coordinate system. It also integrates this velocity to
determine the current vehicle position and displays this position in a variety of for-
mats, including latitude/longitude and Military Grid Reference System (MGRS). The
CDU also performs all of the input/output functions for the cockpit display of the nav-
igation data.
Other characteristics of a typical Doppler radar velocity sensor are presented in
Table 2.1.
2.2.1.2 Sources of Errors
Since Doppler radar velocity sensor performance is highly dependent on the char-
acteristics of the terrain below the vehicle, the system is impacted by many errors
related to the terrain. As shown in Figure 1.6, the level of signal backscattering off of
the terrain varies greatly depending on the type of terrain. For a vehicle flying over
water, ice, or smooth terrain, the level of signal backscattering varies substantially
with incidence angle. Since the radar beam has a finite beamwidth, the amount of
backscattering may drop by as much as 6 dB across the beam. Therefore, the signal
power of the signal reflected off the near edge of the beam will be significantly higher
than the signal power from the far edge. This will bias the frequency distribution, as
shown previously in Figure 1.7, and cause the centroid of the distribution to be at a -
Table 2.1 Typical Doppler Characteristics
Characteristic
Carrier Frequency 13.325 GHz
Modulation Frequency 30 kHz
Beam Configuration 4 Beam Janus
Beam y Angle 750
Beam a Angle 730
Beam x Angle 230
Ay One-Way Beamwidth 60
Ao One-Way Beamwidth 80
Transmitted Power 50 mWatts
Antenna Gain 25 dBI
Signal-to-Noise Ratio to Acquire Signal +6 dB
Signal-to-Noise Ratio to Maintain Signal Lock +3 dB
Over-water Compensator Beam Shaping
lower frequency than the Doppler frequency determined by Equation 1-1, resulting in
an inaccurate velocity measurement.
Since the system measures the relative velocity between the ground and the vehi-
cle, the motion of water below the vehicle, whether due to currents or surface winds,
will also cause velocity errors. In the case of water current motion, the errors tend to
be small since sea currents rarely exceed 0.4 knots, although Gulf Stream currents may
be as high as 3 knots [7]. Current motion results in a variable bias error in speed that
primarily impacts slow flying vehicles and tends to average out over long distances
[7]. Surface winds can also affect the velocity measurement by churning up water
droplets on the sea surface. Since these droplets are part of the backscattering surface,
their motion can introduce errors ranging from 1.5 to 6 knots for winds of 2 to 60 knots
[7].
Additional errors may be introduced into the system due to misalignment of the
radar beams within the sensor. In order to remove the majority of errors resulting from
the beam alignment in the AN/ASN-128 receiver-transmitter-antenna unit (RTA),
hardware bench tests are performed on the RTA before it is installed on the vehicle.
From the results of these tests, RTA calibration coefficients are determined. These
coefficients are stored in the Doppler unit and are used to correct beam scale factor or
misalignment errors. The calibration coefficients are applied to the vehicle body frame
velocity:
xxx xy x
y Kx Kyy Ky yVy yx Kyy KYZ Vy (2-1)
r calibrated zx zY zz L measured
where the components of the K matrix are functions of the beam geometry, and the
values are measured during the bench tests [4]. Uncertainty in the values of these coef-
ficients results in additional velocity errors.
Additional system-wide errors are periodically calibrated in the AN/ASN-128/G.
In addition to residual installation errors, this calibration information includes other
effects such as heading bias and is dependent on how the pilot flew the calibration tra-
jectory and over what type of terrain the test was flown. The calibration information is
applied in addition to the RTA coefficients. The navigation filter described in this the-
sis would allow for real-time calibration of the errors in the system.
The natural operating environment may also introduce errors into the system. The
Doppler sensor can exhibit variations in frequency due to temperature, pressure, and
humidity variations which may impact the speed of propagation of the signal and the
transmitter frequency [22]. The signal-to-noise ratio may be affected by signal reflec-
tion near the helicopter and atmospheric attenuation of the signal.
In addition, the system itself contains inherent error sources such as the basic ran-
dom nature of the velocity measurement and frequency tracker errors. Biases in the
frequency tracker tend to vary slowly with temperature and vary from tracker to
tracker. Random errors are also caused by frequency tracker response characteristics,
especially under high dynamics.
2.2.2 Gyromagnetic Compass
2.2.2.1 System Overview
The AN/ASN-43A gyromagnetic compass consists of three major components: a
flux valve, a flux compensator, and a directional gyroscope. The flux valve contains a
magnetic compass which senses the direction of the magnetic field, and the flux com-
pensator is an adjustable permanent magnet compensator that is used to cancel the
magnetic field inherent in the vehicle. The directional gyroscope is a two degree-of-
freedom gyroscope with the spin axis nominally aligned in the direction of magnetic
north. The spin axis is held approximately horizontal so that the outer gimbal rotation
is kept in the horizontal plane of the vehicle, thus providing a "yaw" angle. Knowl-
edge of the pitch and roll angles of this vehicle horizontal plane is necessary to provide
complete vehicle body attitude information. The magnetic compass is a pendulous
device and therefore is not accurate during high vehicle dynamics, but on average, it
can determine the direction of magnetic north well. The directional gyroscope pro-
vides good short-term attitude information, but it has a high gyro drift rate which
results in poor long-term accuracy. The gyromagnetic compass combines these two
instruments to provide heading information that is more accurate than either instru-
ment individually. In this configuration, the directional gyro is slaved to the flux
valve's magnetic north input. This slaving occurs slowly so that any erroneous slaving
caused by the sensitivity of the compass to dynamics will not add substantial errors to
the system [25, 16].
2.2.2.2 Sources of Errors
The AN/ASN-43 gyromagnetic compass exhibits the following errors:
* Index error
* Flux compensation error (one-cycle error)
* Transmission error (two-cycle error)
* Real gyro drift
* Apparent gyro drift
* Gimbal error
* Slaving error
These errors for the gyromagnetic compass can be placed in two categories: static
errors and errors due to vehicle dynamics. The flux valve static errors include index
errors due to residual installation misalignment of the system after calibration has been
performed, one-cycle errors caused by the uncompensated vehicle magnetic field and
errors in the compensator alignment, and two-cycle errors resulting from imperfec-
tions in the flux valve construction or induced magnetism. Both the one-cycle and two-
cycle errors are sinusoidal in nature, completing either one or two cycles during a
3600 heading change [17]. In the directional gyroscope, the errors include gyro drift
due to unbalance and friction in the gyro, meridian convergence apparent drift result-
ing from changes in the direction of north along curved meridian lines, and Earth rate
apparent drift caused by the precession of the gyro as it attempts to remain stationary
in a rotating coordinate system. For the most part, gyro drift is counteracted by the
slaving system, and the AN/ASN-43 has an automatic correction function to offset the
Earth rate apparent drift [14].
As mentioned previously, the flux valve is sensitive to the dynamics of the vehicle.
The flux valve aligns itself with the acceleration vector and provides heading by pro-
jecting the magnetic field vector into a horizontal plane determined by this accelera-
tion vector. In the absence of vehicle maneuvers, this vector is aligned along the
negative of the specific force vector, but as the vehicle maneuvers, the direction of the
acceleration vector changes resulting in a "horizontal" plane that is not truly horizon-
tal. Vehicle dynamics induce similar errors, called gimbal errors, in the directional
gyro, as well as errors in the slaving and leveling systems [ 17].
Due to these errors, the overall accuracy of the gyromagnetic compass for a routine
helicopter mission is approximately about 1.5 degrees RMS.
2.2.3 Displacement Gyroscope
2.2.3.1 System Overview
The CN- 1314 displacement gyroscope is a two degree-of-freedom vertical gyro
which measures angular displacements from the vertical direction, i.e. pitch and roll
angles. The spin axis of the gyro is aligned along the local vertical, or the direction of
specific force, which in the absence of vehicle dynamics is parallel to the gravitational
acceleration vector. The gyro gimbals are free to rotate ±820 in pitch and have unlim-
ited freedom in roll [25, 15].
2.2.3.2 Sources of Errors
The errors present in the CN-1314 displacement gyro are:
* Angle bias
* Angle noise
* Gyro erection error
* Gyro drift
* Vibration error
These errors can be grouped as errors inherent to the instrument and errors induced
by vehicle dynamics. The inherent errors are angle bias and angle noise for both the
pitch and roll angles. The errors resulting from periods of high vehicle dynamics
include gyroscope erection errors due to the difference between the direction of spe-
cific force and true local vertical, gyro drift, and vibration errors, all of which are con-
sidered short-term deviations. The gyro also is susceptible to Earth rate apparent drift,
but like the directional gyro, the CN-1314 compensates for this drift error [15]. The
accuracy specifications for the CN-1314 are [20]:
* Verticality Accuracy 0.25 degrees
* Output (Pitch and Roll) Accuracy 0.5 degrees.
2.2.4 GPS Receiver
2.2.4.1 System Overview
As described in Section 1.3, the Global Positioning System consists of three com-
ponents: the GPS satellites, the ground control stations, and the user receivers. The pri-
mary functions of the GPS satellites are to receive and store information and execute
station-keeping maneuver sequences transmitted by the ground control stations, to
transmit positioning information to users, and to maintain very accurate time. In order
to keep precise time, GPS satellites carry very stable cesium and rubidium oscillators
on board [24]. In addition, the navigation message contains clock corrections to
account for small clock errors. The tasks that the GPS receiver performs include
receiving and tracking satellite signals, selecting satellites that will provide good satel-
lite geometry, and computing the user state from the satellite pseudoranges. Since the
satellite clocks are stable and correction terms are transmitted, the receiver clocks only
need to be stable in the short term so that they do not add substantial noise to the
receiver tracking loops. Long-term drift of the receiver clock may be corrected
through the four-satellite positioning solution, as discussed in Section 1.3.1. Most GPS
receivers contain small quartz crystal oscillators which are lightweight, inexpensive,
and have low power consumption.
2.2.4.2 Sources of Errors
The error sources for the GPS receiver may be grouped into satellite errors, envi-
ronment errors, and receiver errors. Although the satellites have very stable atomic
clocks, the clocks may still drift slowly over time, resulting in satellite clock errors
that may be characterized as bias, drift, and short-term noise. Fluctuations in the orbits
of the GPS satellites, resulting from solar pressure, vehicle stabilization and control,
and differential heating/gas venting in the satellite, can also introduce errors. The elec-
tronics on-board the satellites may contribute errors as well, since the transmission
path for L1 and L2 signals are different. This delay difference is included as a parame-
ter in the navigation message, but uncertainty in this value can add small errors [24].
Errors intentionally introduced through selective availability are the largest source
of satellite errors. To corrupt the satellite signal information, the satellite clock time is
dithered, and the ephemeris data is degraded. As mentioned earlier in Section 1.3.3,
selective availability only affects receivers that are not keyed since keyed receivers
know how the signal is corrupted and can remove the errors that are introduced.
Environmental error sources include propagation delays caused by the ionosphere
and troposphere, and multipath errors caused by signal reflections off of surfaces
around the receiver. Signal transmission through the ionosphere and troposphere pro-
duces an increase in the apparent path length of the signal causing the pseudoranges to
be larger than expected. In the troposphere, which extends from the surface of the
Earth to approximately 40 km above the surface, water vapor and other particles are
responsible for this delay which can result in errors from 2 meters for a satellite
directly overhead to 28 meters for satellites near the horizon [ 11. Modeling of the tro-
pospheric delay can result in residual standard deviations of 3.9-5.4 cm depending on
the time of day [6]. The ionosphere extends from about 100 km to 1000 km above the
surface of the Earth and consists of highly-charged free electrons and ions which cause
additional signal delay varying from 3 to 15 meters over the course of a day for a satel-
lite overhead. The code delay for satellites near the horizon can be three times that for
overhead satellites [23]. The amount of ionospheric delay, however, depends on the
frequency of the signal, so a receiver that can track on L, and L 2 can estimate the
delay and compensate for it. For L 1 receivers, ionospheric modeling may be used to
estimate about 50-60% of the delay.
Some of the multipath effects can be mitigated by antenna design and antenna
placement. In the antenna electronics, multipath effects can be reduced by lowering
the antenna gain at low elevation angles where the reflected signals tend to be incident.
The antenna, however, must have sufficient gain to be able to detect satellite signals at
low elevations. Multipath effects can be further reduced by using signal polarization
identification. GPS signals are normally right-hand circularly polarized, but if they are
reflected, the polarization becomes left-handed. Therefore, the antenna electronics can
be designed to be insensitive to signals that are left-hand polarized [21]. Some multi-
path effects may still persist from reflections off the vehicle. After significant testing
of GPS performance with the antenna placed at various locations on the UH-60 heli-
copter, the optimal antenna location was determined to be on top of the helicopter
cockpit just aft of the rotor center. For this particular helicopter, multipath resulting
from reflections off the rotor blades does not appear to introduce significant errors.
The largest source of error in the GPS receiver is the user clock offset which
results initially from not knowing GPS time and persists due to the drift of the user
clock. Under high dynamics, the receiver may also incur errors due to tracking loop
transients, measurement propagation and filter propagation errors within the receiver,
and acceleration sensitive receiver clock errors.
2.2.5 Barometric Altimeter
2.2.5.1 System Overview
The AAU-32 barometric altimeter is a counter-drum-pointer, integrally lighted,
self-contained altitude indicator with an operational range of -1000 to 50,000 feet. The
"counter-drum-pointer, integrally lighted" description refers to the type of cockpit dis-
play for the instrument. The altimeter measures the static pressure, which is the atmo-
spheric pressure at the particular altitude, and compares this pressure against a
"standard atmosphere" in order to determine the vehicle altitude. The altimeter output
is Gray-code digitally encoded with a 100 foot quantization [13, 9].
2.2.5.2 Sources of Errors
The errors which affect the AAU-32 barometric altimeter output include:
* Pressure variations
* Scale error
* Hysteresis
* Stop and jump friction error
* Static friction error
* Vibration error
Since the altimeter measures atmospheric pressure, any pressure variations due to
atmospheric deviations from the standard atmosphere and rotor downwash will induce
errors into the system. Scale errors result from the fact that the altimeter scale is uni-
form but the pressure variation with altitude is exponential, so as altitude increases, it
becomes more difficult to measure the pressure altitude [9]. For the AAU-32, the scale
error tolerances range from 30 feet at an altitude of -1000 feet to 500 feet at 50,000
feet. The altimeter is also susceptible to hysteresis effects with resulting errors ranging
from 30 to 60 feet. Errors due to stop and jump friction may be as high as 25 feet at
altitudes of 0 to 35,000 feet and 50 feet above that. Additional errors due to static fric-
tion and vibration may also affect the accuracy of the altimeter [13]. One of the pri-
mary limiting factors for the output accuracy of the AAU-32 barometric altimeter is
the 100 foot encoding quantization.
2.3 Overview of Kalman Filtering
A Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm that processes noisy measurement data
and the statistics on a particular state to provide a minimum variance estimate of that
state. A complete discussion of Kalman filtering may be found in References [8], [12],
and [1]. The Kalman filter algorithm is based on assumptions that the dynamics of the
system can be described as linear differential or difference equations and that any
noise on the measurements can be described as white noise. These equations are
obtained by linearizing the errors about a nominal state, and estimates of the errors are
then used to correct the navigation state. The estimated error state is defined as the dif-
ference between the estimated state, _, and the measured state, x:
S= - x (2-2)
The covariance matrix of the errors is then the expected value:
E = [e ] (2-3)
where the diagonal components of the matrix E are the variances of e, and the off-
diagonal entries are indicators of the cross-correlations between the components of _
[8].
The differential equation describing the time behavior of an error state, x (t) , is
expressed by:
i (t) = F(t)x(t) +G(t) w (t) (2-4)
where F (t) describes the dynamics of x (t) , _w (t) is the noise in the state, and G (t)
describes how the state and noise are related. In addition to incorporating measure-
ment data, the Kalman filter propagates the error state and its statistics between mea-
surements. The state propagation can be accomplished by either continuous
integration of Equation 2-4 or by a discrete time expression
Xk + I= k + Wk (2-5)
where xk + I and xk are the states at times k + 1 and k, Ok is the discrete state transi-
tion matrix, and wk is the discrete noise. The state transition matrix and the dynamics
matrix are related by:
S(t, to) = F (t) Q (t, to) (2-6)
where the initial condition is:
4(t, t) = 1 (2-7)
The covariance matrix is propagated continuously by
E (t) = F(t)E(t) +E(t)F(t) +G(t)Q(t)G(t) (2-8)
where Q (t) is the process noise matrix or discretely by
Ek + =  kEkO + Qk (2-9)
where Ek + 1 and Ek are the states at times k + 1 and k, Fk is the discrete state transi-
tion matrix, and Qk is the discrete process noise matrix [1].
2.3.1 Error State and Error Covariance Matrix Propagation
Between measurements, the Kalman filter propagates the error state from one
instant to another as defined by the dynamics of the state errors. The behavior of the
errors may be described as an offset or bias, a ramp, or a random walk, to name a few.
The error models most appropriate to the errors in this study are exponentially corre-
lated random variables and second-order Markov processes.
2.3.1.1 Exponentially Correlated Random Variables
Since many bias errors often change slowly with time due to temperature fluctua-
tions, etc., bias errors are often statistically modeled as exponentially correlated ran-
dom variables (ECRV). The behavior of an ECRV, x (t), is described by the mean
squared value, Y2, and the time constant, t, of the variable. The zero-mean processes
describing such a variable may also be referred to as:
* Exponentially time-correlated process
* First-order Markov process
* First-order Gauss-Markov process
Table 2.2 summarizes the equations for state and covariance propagation for an
ECRV. The development of these equations is presented in Appendix A.
Table 2.2 Propagation Equations for an ECRV
Deterministic Covariance
Continuous aGT
Vector x = Fx+ At E = FE+EF +GQG
Continuous 2Y2  2 202
Scalar x = - + t =
Discrete
Vector x k + (I+ F At)xk+rt / GQG At Ek+l (I+ FAt) Ek (I+ FAt) + GQGAt
Discrete At 2At 2At 2At
Scalar xk+j = e -e Ek+ = eT Ek + Y 1 -e
In Table 2.2, 19 is a zero-mean, unit variance, Gaussian random number, and F is an
average F over the time interval At. The notation ECRV (t, a, t) will be used to
describe error states that are modeled as exponentially correlated random variables.
In the navigation filter, the state propagation equations do not include the random
number term shown in Table 2.2 since the filter cannot predict this random behavior.
The filter calculates the best estimate (i.e. the mean value) of this zero-mean random
number. The effect of this behavior on the variance of the state is included in the pro-
cess noise term, GQGT, in the covariance propagation equation.
2.3.1.2 Second-order Markov Process
For errors that physically should not change significantly over small time steps, a
second-order Markov (SOM) process may be a more appropriate error model than an
ECRV. For example, gross terrain characteristics are typically constant over short dis-
tances, but modeling a terrain-dependent error as an ECRV would result in an error
that would change substantially over that distance.
Like an ECRV, a second-order Markov process, x (t) , is described by the mean
squared value, T2 and a characteristic time, t . The propagation equations for a sec-
ond-order Markov process are presented in Appendix B. Because this is a second-
order description, the state x (t) consists of two terms
S(t) = (t(t (2-10)
The propagation equations for both the state and the covariance were given previously
in Equations 2-4 through 2-9 where the parameters in those equations are summarized
in Table 2.2 [12].
For SOM errors that are more conveniently described in terms of spatial correla-
tions, a correlation distance may be used instead of a correlation time. Such a model
will be referred to here as a terrain second-order Markov process (TSOM), where a 2
is the mean squared value, T d is the characteristic distance, and VH is the horizontal
velocity of the vehicle. In Table 2.2, the characteristic time is calculated as:
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Table 2.3 Propagation Parameters for a Second-Order Markov Process
F or (D Matrix Process Noise Matrix
Continuous o i
F = 1 2 Q = 4Y2
T2 7 0 -3
Discrete I at 0 04= At 2At Qk = 42A/
T2 T3
d - (2-11)
VH
The correlation time for a second-order Markov process is approximately 2.146 times
this characteristic time [8]. The notation TSOM (t, o, d', VH) will be used to describe
error states that are modeled as terrain second-order Markov processes.
2.3.2 Measurement Incorporation
Whenever a measurement such as a pseudorange or altitude measurement is incor-
porated, the information from the measurement is used to update and improve the error
state estimate. Since it is the error state that is propagated, the error in the measure-
ment, as opposed to the measurement itself, is processed in the Kalman filter. These
measurement errors can be incorporated either sequentially or in a batch of several
measurements at once.
2.3.2.1 Sequential Processing
In sequential processing, the filter incorporates a single measurement at a time.
The filter must first calculate what the expected value of the measurement error will be
based on the current knowledge of the error state; therefore, the relationship between
the measured value and the state is needed to process each measurement. This relation-
ship is expressed in terms of the measurement geometry vector, b, which is defined as
b Z (2-12)
where ^ is the a-priori estimate of the measurement error and e is the error state. The
relationship between the measured value and the state then corresponds to the follow-
ing:
Z = b(2-13)
A measurement residual is formed between the measurement error and the a-priori
estimate of the measurement error. This residual is then weighted and added to the
error state as follows:
e = +w(z- ) (2-14)
where _e is the error state after the measurement has been incorporated, _ is the error
state before the measurement, z is the measured error, ^ is the a-priori estimate of the
measured error, and w is the weighting vector shown below:
E-b
w = (2-15)
(T Eb) + 2
In the above equation, E- is the error covariance matrix prior to incorporating the
measurement, b is the measurement sensitivity vector, and O2 is the measurement
error variance. The covariance matrix is updated after the measurement with
Equation 2-16 for sequential measurement incorporation [1]:
TE+  ww
E = - (2-16)
(bT b) + 2
2.3.2.2 Batch Processing
In batch processing, multiple measurements are processed simultaneously. The
same general procedure outlined for sequential processing is followed, except some of
the vector quantities are now replaced by their matrix equivalents. The measurement
matrix H, the rows of which are b vectors for each of the measurements, is used to
calculated the a-priori estimate of the measurement error, as shown below.
T
T
z = Hf = b2^ (2-17)
bn
For batch processing, the weighting vector is replaced by a Kalman gain matrix, K, so
the update equation becomes:
_e =_ +K( -). (2-18)
The Kalman gain matrix is calculated as follows:
K = FH [HFH +R]-1 (2-19)
where H is the measurement matrix, and R is a matrix of the measurement error vari-
ances. The covariance matrix is updated after the measurements as shown below [1]:
E+ = (I- KH) E (2-20)
2.4 Estimator Design
The simulation developed for this analysis is deterministic in nature, and due to the
rapid availability of sensor data, a discrete formulation is used since the time steps are
short. In addition, the values of the state transition variables are truncated to first order,
At
T At(i.e. e ' 1 - -- ). Sensor readings from the Doppler radar sensor, the gyromagnetic
compass, and the directional gyroscope are used to propagate the navigation state. The
Kalman filter propagates the error state between measurements and sequentially pro-
cesses measurements from the GPS receiver and the barometric altimeter. Figure 2.4
provides an overview of the filter implementation in the navigation system.
Figure 2.4 Kalman Filter Implementation
The navigation system reads the output of the Doppler radar velocity sensor and
the heading and attitude references, and calibrates the sensor readings with the error
state estimate. These calibrated readings are used to propagate the navigation state to
the current time. The error state transition matrix and process noise matrix are calcu-
lated, and the errors in the state are propagated in the Kalman filter. Measurements are
taken from the barometric altimeter and six channels of the GPS receiver and com-
pared to the expected measurements based on the current state to form a measurement
residual, 6q. To decide whether the measurement is reasonable given the current sta-
tistics, the measurement residual is then compared to the mean-squared residual, 8q2,
and a residual edit test factor, kedit:
R = (2-21)
kedit lq
where kedit = 6 for this analysis. If the measurement residual passes this test, i.e.
R < 1.0, then it is processed in the Kalman filter to update the error state estimate and
the navigation state estimate. The uw term in 8q 2 is an underweighting factor that is
used to ensure that the filter does not give overly optimistic estimates when it incorpo-
rates a measurement. This term has the effect of slowing down convergence of the fil-
ter.
2.4.1 Dynamics Models
2.4.1.1 Vehicle Velocity
The Doppler radar velocity sensor provides velocity data in the vehicle body coor-
dinate frame. The errors present in the Doppler body-frame velocity are estimated in
the navigation filter as scale factor and nonorthogonality errors and errors due to the
frequency tracker, the terrain, water current motion, and noise.
xx0 xy xt 0x
V = V+ 0 0 + - i 0 z + 0 E 0 YV+Vbias + eUV (2-22)
Lzzi L yzx 0 F [
Antenna-Related Antenna-Related Terrain-Related Terrain Unmodeled
Scale Factor Nonorthogonality Scale Factor Bias Velocity Errors
where V is the compensated velocity measurement with respect to the ground and V
is the estimated velocity. The antenna-related scale factor errors Exx' , yy zz are mod-
eled in the Kalman filter as constants, which is equivalent to modeling them as expo-
nentially correlated random variables with an infinite time constant. The
nonorthogonality errors of the Doppler radar velocity sensor Fxy, Exz, yx' , yz, Ezx' Zy
are also modeled as ECRV (t, a, o) . Scale factor errors due to terrain and overwater
calibration shift, Ex, Ey' EEz, are modeled as a second-order Markov process,
TSOM (t, a, t d, VH) . The bias error due to terrain and overwater calibration shift and
frequency tracker biases is also modeled as TSOM (t, a, t d' VH) . Other unmodeled
velocity errors such as navigation state integration errors are estimated as -uv which
is an ECRV(t, a, T) .
2.4.1.2 Vehicle Attitude
The gyromagnetic compass and displacement gyroscopes provide attitude data
corresponding to the Euler angles necessary to transform from north-east-down coor-
dinates to vehicle body coordinates.
The errors present in the heading angle from the gyromagnetic compass are esti-
mated as a bias error
+1 =  bias + eVwander (2-23)
where 1 is the measured heading and i is the estimated heading. The heading error is
divided into two terms, one of which is a random constant heading bias, and the other
is a wander around that bias. When the vehicle is not maneuvering, the estimated
heading bias is modeled as ECRV (t, a, oo) while the wandering error is modeled as
TSOM (t, y, rd, VH) . The compass slaves the gyroscope back to north eliminating
any significant gyro drift, but the slaving causes a hang-off error which acts like a bias.
As the vehicle maneuvers, large heading error spikes are encountered, as pictured
in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Maneuver-Induced Heading Error and Scheduled Estimate
This heading error consists of three components, the first of which is the dynamically-
induced heading error, also called gimbal error, in both the flux valve and directional
gyro. In addition, as the vehicle maneuvers, the flux valve incorrectly senses the direc-
tion of magnetic north due to the dip angle of the magnetic field; the flux valve then
slaves the directional gyro to this incorrect heading as shown in Figure 2.6. The third
component of the total heading error during a maneuver is the heading error prior to
the maneuver resulting from one- and two-cycle errors and gyro drift.
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Figure 2.6 Flux Valve Heading Error and Directional Gyro Slaving
In order to capture the heading uncertainty due to these dynamically-induced
errors in the gyromagnetic compass, the heading bias state is changed from a random
constant to an ECRV (t, ( maneuver', ) during maneuvers. amaneuver consists of the
nominal cruise error value, oo, the dynamically-induced, flux valve error value, oflux'
and the dynamically-induced, directional gyro dynamic error value, (gyro
amaneuver = 0 + 
0 flux + agyro (2-24)
The flux heading error, Ahflux , is given by the following:
ux atan (sin] (1 - coso) + tan8sino) cos (2-25)
= atan (2-25)
(sinw (1 - coso) + tan6sin ) sin - 1.0
where i is the estimated heading, S is the estimated bank angle, and 8 is the local dip
angle of the Earth's magnetic field. For a heading of 450, a bank angle of 200, and a
magnetic dip angle of 700, the resulting flux heading error is approximately 660. For
large flux heading errors, the rate at which the directional gyro is slaved to the flux
valve heading is limited to 2.50 per minute, as shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7 Flux Valve Slaving Rate
Therefore, the dynamically-induced flux heading error is
aflux = 2 .5 0/min x Atmaneuver (2-26)
The dynamically-induced directional gyro heading error corresponds to
Equation 2-25 with zero dip angle, which reduces to the following:
tan*)
gyro = A = atan I - (2-27)
gy Ccos)
where i is the estimated heading and is the estimated bank angle. In Figure 2.5, the
dashed line is the scheduled standard deviation. In order to get an immediate response
to the large heading error change, the correlation time, t is shortened to tin. After the
maneuver is complete, a is changed back to the cruise value ,0' and I is increased to
Tou t to allow the filter to gracefully settle back to a lower a value. After a time period
of 3rout , the correlation time is changed back to its cruise value (i.e. O).
The errors in pitch and roll angles from the displacement gyroscope are also esti-
mated as a random constant bias error plus a wandering error about that bias, as shown
below:
0 = 0 + eobias + eOwander (2-28)
= + eobias + wander (2-29)
In the above two equations, 0, and - are the measured pitch and roll angles from the
displacement gyro, and 0 and 0 are the estimates of pitch and roll. The estimated pitch
bias and roll constant biases are modeled as ECR V (t, y, o) while the wandering
errors are modeled as ECR V (t, a, t) .
The heading, pitch, and roll Euler angles can be converted into an equivalent
quaternion, QNED - B (t), that transforms coordinates from the vehicle body coordinate
frame to the north-east-down frame. The coordinate frames are indicated by the fol-
lowing subscripts:
I Inertial, Earth-centered coordinate frame
E Earth-centered, Earth-fixed (ECEF), rotating coordinate frame
NED North/east/down coordinate frame
B Vehicle body coordinate frame
Functionally, quaternions are equivalent to transformation matrices. Additional infor-
mation about quaternions may be found in [10].
From the vehicle inertial position and knowledge of the direction of the magnetic
north pole, the quaternion to transform from north-east-down to inertial coordinates,
QI NED (t) can be computed. A quaternion to transform from body coordinates to
inertial coordinates can then be determined by the following:
QIB (t) = QIE (t QE- NED (t, R) QNED - B (t, ~, 0, 4) (2-30)
where QIE models the spin of the Earth and is a function of time, QE - NED is a func-
tion of vehicle position, R, and QNED - B is a function of the Euler angles, X, 0, 0.
2.4.1.3 Vehicle Position
Estimated vehicle position is integrated forward in time from the initial position,
the estimated attitude quaternion, and the estimated velocity:
RI(t+ At) = Rl(t) + [ QIB(t) VB (t) + _e x Rl(t)] At (2-31)
The term we x R (t) At arises due to the fact that the Doppler radar velocity is with
respect to the ground so motion due to the rotation of the Earth must be included.
2.4.2 Navigation Error State Summary
The navigation error state that is propagated and updated in the Kalman filter
includes all of the errors listed in Equation and summarized in Table 2.4.
- T
A = [e T ,,T ^T AT 
_Tv
e R Eantenna 
-terrain eVbias eWb eww eOb ee, e4 b ew eh eclo ck eclock esv eV
(2-32)
With the exception of the position error and the measurement errors, the propaga-
tion of each term in the error state was previously discussed in Section 2.4.1. The
propagation of measurement errors will be discussed in Section 2.4.3. The propagation
equation for the position error is derived by perturbing the position propagation equa-
tion, Equation 2-31, which results in the following:
2R,(t+At) = R,(t) +QIBeVAt+6QBVBAt+eo xR,(t)At (2-33)
where the error in the body frame velocity, _VB' is
E + E E C
xx Tx xy xz
eVB y x yy +y y z  V +Y Z B Vbias (2-34)
and the error in the estimated quaternion, QIB, is as follows:
6 QIB = 6 QIEQE-NEDQNED-B + QIE6 QE-NEDQNED-B + QIEQE-NED 6 QNED-B (2-35)
QIE is a function only of time which is assumed known so 8QIB depends only on
Table 2.4 Navigation System Errors
Symbol Error Model As Error affects
Vehicle inertial position error n/a Position
_ (1 - 3) Doppler antenna-related scale factor random Velocity
constant
_ (4 - 9) Doppler antenna nonorthogonality random Velocity
and misalignment constant
Doppler terrain-related scale factor 2nd order Velocity
Markov
eVbias Doppler terrain/overwater/frequency 2nd order Velocity
tracker bias Markov
Beb Gyromagnetic compass heading random Heading
constant bias constant
ewW Gyromagnetic compass heading 2nd order Heading
wandering bias Markov
eeb Displacement gyroscope pitch random Pitch
constant bias constant
eob Displacement gyroscope pitch ECRV Pitch
wandering bias
e(b Displacement gyroscope roll con- random Roll
stant bias constant
ew Displacement gyroscope roll ECRV Roll
wandering bias
eh Altimeter bias ECRV Baro Altimeter
Measurement
eclock GPS receiver clock bias ECRV GPS Measurements
eclock GPS receiver clock drift rate ECRV GPS Measurements
sv GPS satellite errors (one per satellite) ECRV GPS Measurements
uv Unmodeled velocity errors ECRV Velocity
errors in QNED-B' which results from errors in the heading, pitch, and roll angles, and
QE-NED, which results from position errors. The position error due to errors in head-
ing, pitch, and roll can be expressed as
Xw QIB YBAt (2-36)
where the attitude error vector -g is given by
! = QI-NEDiDOWNeW + QIBtBy 0 + QIBtBx e (2-37)
- = Q-NED 0 e^+ {unit [unit (QIB!Bx) X unit (R) ] ) 2e + QIB 0 (2-38)
The position error resulting from errors in QENED can be described by
QIEQE-NED [6x ] QNED-B BAt (2-39)
where [bx ] is a cross-product matrix and
T
-y east
S- R | T (2-40)R north
Ltan Xc-UeastT
In Equation 2-40, Xc is the geocentric vehicle latitude, R is the magnitude of the vehi-
cle position vector, and yeast and Unorth are the east and north axes of the north-east-
down coordinate frame coordinatized in the Earth-fixed frame. The equations for these
axes are listed below:
Udown = -unit (RE) (2-41)
Ueast = unit (ipole x RE) (2-42)
Unorth = unit (yeast X Udown) (2-43)
2.4.3 Measurement Models
Data from the GPS receiver and the baroaltimeter are treated as measurements in
the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter design for this study processes the pseudorange
and altitude measurements sequentially.
2.4.3.1 GPS Pseudorange Measurement
GPS pseudorange errors in the navigation system are modeled as a user clock bias
and clock drift errors as shown below:
Sat
p = (I - S) + c c lock +  S V  (2-44)
Sat
where R, is the inertial vehicle position at signal reception, _R is the satellite posi-
tion at signal transmission, eclock is the estimated user clock bias, c is the propagation
speed, and esv is the satellite error due to propagation delays, satellite ephemeris
errors, etc. The GPS receiver is tracking satellites on six channels so the satellite errors
for the satellite on each channel must be maintained. The clock bias is modeled as an
initial offset and a contribution due to clock drift, where the initial offset is modeled as
ECRV (t, c, oo) . The user clock drift rate, clock , and the satellite errors, esv, are
modeled as ECR V (t, ;, T) .
The measurement sensitivity vector for pseudorange measurements is
b =[-T T 0 T 0 T OOOOOOOcO(c[i0000])] (2-45)bp= D~lsO O_ O_ 0000000c0 (c[100000i (2-45)
where losi is the estimated line-of-sight vector from the vehicle to the satellite, and the
position of the "1" in the quantity [1 0 0 0 0 0] depends on which of the six satellite
measurements is currently being processed.
2.4.3.2 Baroaltimeter Altitude Measurement
The altitude measurement errors are modeled as a bias as shown below:
h = f(BI) + eh (2-46)
where eh is the altimeter bias modeled as ECRV (t, T, c). The measurement sensitiv-
ity vector for the altitude measurements is
h U T 0TL-R
t --
S TT
0 T0 0000001000 o
,T
where UR is the unit inertial position vector.YIspsto
(2-47)
Chapter 3
Computer Simulation Program
3.1 Overview of Simulation
To analyze the performance of the embedded Doppler/GPS navigation system, a
simulation of the natural environment as well as models of all of the sensors was
developed on a Sun workstation, written in the Ada and C programming languages.
3.2 Environment
The environment, which includes the simulated helicopter, GPS constellation, natural
environment, and navigation sensors, is run at the update rate of the Doppler radar
velocity sensor which is approximately 7 Hz. Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2 describe
how the environment is modeled in this simulation. The operational characteristics of
the navigation filter and the correlation between filter states and environment errors
are described in Section 3.3.
3.2.1 Simulated Vehicle and Natural Environment
The helicopter trajectory files are generated using the Navigation/Integration Sim-
ulator (NAVSIM) profile generator from Computing Applications Software Technol-
ogy, Inc. (CAST). A series of maneuvers, maneuver constraints, vehicle type, and
initial location and orientation serve as input to the profile generator. The equations of
motion are integrated, and an output file containing the following is created:
* Elapsed time t
* Earth-fixed vehicle position RE
* Earth-fixed vehicle velocity 
_VE
* Earth-fixed vehicle acceleration AE
* Body to Earth-fixed quaternion QEB
* Earth-fixed angular rate 
_0
The GPS satellite constellation model includes 24 satellites in six inclined orbits
with characteristics as listed in Table 3.1.
The environment simulation, illustrated in Figure 3.1, thus begins with the truth
trajectory as well as models of the earth and its magnetic field, rotation, terrain profile,
etc. and the satellite constellation. The sensor models then query the environment for
their present state, and the truth state is corrupted by errors that are characteristic of the
operation of each sensor.
Truth 
-B(Trajectory File) Doppler Velocity Sensor Model
Gyromagnetic Compass Model H-
satellite Displacement Gyro Model __Navigation
constellation Filter
GPS Receiver Model N
Barometric Altimeter Model h
Figure 3.1 Overview of Environment Simulation
3.2.2 Navigation Sensor Models
In the environment simulation, the most substantial errors described in the
"Sources of Errors" section for each of the sensors are modeled. Through a simulation
input file, these errors can be turned on or off, and the magnitude of each error can be
varied. In addition, the simulation can be run with or without a magnetic field model
and a terrain model. With this flexibility, a simulation can be run that isolates particu-
lar error sources and indicates whether or not the navigation filter can observe and esti-
mate the errors.
Table 3.1 GPS Satellite Constellation Model Characteristics
Satellite Longitude of the Argument of
ID Ascending Node (deg) Latitude (deg)
1 0.0 190.96
2 0.0 220.48
3 0.0 330.17
4 0.0 83.58
5 60.0 249.90
6 60.0 352.12
7 60.0 25.25
8 60.0 124.10
9 120.0 286.20
10 120.0 48.94
11 120.0 155.08
12 120.0 183.71
13 180.0 312.30
14 180.0 340.93
15 180.0 87.06
16 180.0 209.81
17 240.0 11.90
18 240.0 110.76
19 240.0 143.88
20 240.0 246.11
21 300.0 52.42
22 300.0 165.83
23 300.0 275.52
24 300.0 305.04
For all satellite orbits: Inclination = 55 ,
Semi-major axis = 26,609.0 km, Eccentricity = 0.0000001
3.2.2.1 Doppler Radar Velocity Sensor
The Doppler sensor model performs ray tracing along each beam to a terrain data
base consisting of Digital Elevation Maps (DEM) from the U. S. Geological Survey
and backscattering information like that shown in Figure 1.6. The power spectral den-
sity for each beam is determined by integrating the return power across the beam foot-
print, thereby simulating any terrain bias and the random fluctuations associated with
the Doppler signal. The location of the RTA relative to the origin of the body frame is
modeled, and beam scale factor and misalignment errors are included.
3.2.2.2 Gyromagnetic Compass
The flux valve model incorporates the effect of vehicle dynamics on the pendulous
synchro element and the ±300 pitch and roll freedom in the flux valve. The one- and
two-cycle errors and misalignment errors are also modeled. The directional gyroscope
model includes gimbal error, real gyroscope drift, apparent gyro drift due to Earth rate
and meridian convergence, and slaving errors.
3.2.2.3 Displacement Gyroscope
The model of the displacement gyroscope accounts for the translational and rota-
tional state of the vehicle and the sensor mounting orientation. The errors included in
the model are angle bias and noise for both pitch and roll.
3.2.2.4 GPS Receiver
The GPS receiver model determines whether the satellite is visible based on earth
blocking and antenna masking restrictions, the location of each satellite, and the loca-
tion of the vehicle antenna. Since this navigation system is intended for a military
vehicle, it is assumed that the GPS receiver is keyed, so Selective Availability does not
contribute errors. Terrain masking such as that encountered in a valley is simulated by
increasing the masking elevation angle from the nominal value of 50. The amount of
terrain masking can be varied with time, so that filter performance in cases where the
number of visible satellites periodically changes can be analyzed. A six-channel
receiver that continuously tracks one satellite per channel is assumed. If more than six
satellites are in view, the six satellites with the best position dilution of precision
(PDOP) are selected.
3.2.2.5 Barometric Altimeter
The AAU-32 barometric altimeter model accounts for the vehicle translational and
rotational state and the sensor mounting location. The altitude scale error and altitude
wander due to atmospheric pressure variations are modeled, and the output is quan-
tized in 100 foot increments to model the digital encoding.
3.3 Navigation System
The navigation filter processes all of the navigation information available on-board
the vehicle, as described in Chapter 2. The vehicle body velocity, heading, pitch, and
roll angles are read off the Doppler radar velocity sensor, the gyromagnetic compass,
and the displacement gyro at the 7 Hz update rate. The filter error state and covariance
is propagated at 0.2 Hz (once every 5 seconds), and measurements are incorporated at
the same rate. The measurements are underweighted by a factor of 0.1. The value of
the residual edit test factor, kedit, mentioned earlier in Section 2.4 is 6 so any measure-
ment with an expected mean residual larger than 6 standard deviations will not be
incorporated.
Table 3.2 indicates the filter state element that most closely models the environ-
ment error and is therefore expected to track that error.
Table 3.2 Environment Error and Navigation Filter State Mapping
Environment Error Navigation Error
Position error -R
Magnetic field variation eb
, 
ew
Flux valve one-cycle error ew
Flux valve two-cycle error ew
Directional gyro drift rate ew
Gyromagnetic compass misalignments eWb
Meridian convergence eWb
Gimbal, slaving, and dynamics errors ,w
Pitch angle bias eOb
Pitch angle noise eOb
Roll angle bias eb
Roll angle noise ew
Doppler beam scale factors exx' E Zyy' zz fxy
, 
Fxz
, 
Eyx, Eyz , C zx zy
Doppler beam nonorthogonality Exx' Eyy' ,Ez' , xy' xz' 6yx' yz' Ex' ,y
Doppler signal noise E x Ey EZ e Vbias
Altimeter altitude scale error eh
Altimeter pressure variation noise eh
Altimeter quantization Altimeter measurement variance
GPS clock bias eclock
GPS clock drift rate tclock
Ephemeris errors, propagation delays fsv
Chapter 4
Simulation Results and Analysis
4.1 Introduction
The simulation runs are divided into four categories: Doppler navigation only,
Doppler navigation with barometric altimeter measurements, Doppler navigation with
GPS measurements, and Doppler/GPS/baro navigation. The runs using Doppler navi-
gation without additional measurements provide a baseline against which to compare
the measurement runs. The purpose of the single source measurement runs is to dem-
onstrate how well each of the individual environment errors can be estimated given the
measurement information available. Table 4.1 describes the environment errors for
each set of runs as well as the magnitude of each of these errors. Table 4.2 through
Table 4.6 describe the necessary beam velocity statistics to produce the desired body
velocity scale factor and nonorthogonality errors.
Table 4.1 Single Error Source Run Descriptions
Standard
Run Environment Error Deviation
1 No errors other than dynamically-induced or integration errors n/a
2 Terrain model off on/off
3 Magnetic field model on off/on
4 Up initial position error 30.0 m
Down range initial position error 10.0 m
Cross track initial position error 10.0 m
5 Flux valve one-cycle error 0.0750
6 Flux valve two-cycle error 0.7500
7 Directional gyro drift rate (5.5/3) /hr
8 Displacement gyro pitch bias (0.5/3)0
Displacement gyro pitch noise (0.1/3)
9 Displacement gyro roll bias (0.5/3)0
Displacement gyro roll noise (0.1/3)0
10 Baroaltimeter error due to atmospheric pressure variation 60.96 m
11 Baroaltimeter scale error (bias) 5.08 m
12 Baroaltimeter quantization 30.48 m
13 GPS user clock bias 1.0x10 -3 s
14 GPS user clock drift rate 1.0x10 -9 s/s
15 Ephemeris errors and propagation delays 4.4 m
16 Doppler antenna installation XB velocity scale factor 0.125%
17 Doppler antenna installation YB velocity scale factor 0.04%
18 Doppler antenna installation ZB velocity scale factor 0.00255%
19 Doppler antenna installation YXB velocity nonorthogonality 0.115%
20 Doppler antenna installation ZXB velocity nonorthogonality 0.035%
Note: Run prefix G will indicate a GPS measurement run, B will indicate a barometric altimeter mea-
surement run, and no prefix will indicate a run without measurements. Errors all set to +1 a value.
Table 4.2 Beam Errors for XB Velocity Scale Factor Error
Doppler Z Scale ZX ZY
Beam Factor Error Nonorthogonality Nonorthogonality
1 8.26466x10 -5  0.0 -3.10609x10 -4
2 8.26466x10 -5  0.0 3.10609x10 -4
3 8.26466x 10-5  0.0 -3.10609x 10-4
4 8.26466x 10-5  0.0 3.10609x 10-4
Table 4.3 Beam Errors for YB Velocity Scale Factor Error
Doppler Z Scale ZX ZY
Beam Factor Error Nonorthogonality Nonorthogonality
1 3.38031xl0 -5  1.10895x10 -4  8.99341x10 -6
2 3.38031x10 -5  1.10895x10 -4  -8.99341x10 -6
3 3.38031x10 -5  1.10895x10 -4  8.99341x10 -6
4 3.38031x10 -5  1.10895x10 -4  -8.99341x10 -6
Table 4.4 Beam Errors for ZB Velocity Scale Factor Error
Doppler Z Scale ZX ZY
Beam Factor Error Nonorthogonality Nonorthogonality
1 2.12344x10 -5  -6.93093x10-6  5.65003x10 -6
2 2.12344x10 -5  -6.93093x10 -6  -5.65003x10 -6
3 2.12344x10-5  -6.93093x10 -6  5.65003x10 -6
4 2.12344x10 -5 -6.93093x10 -6 -5.65003x10 -6
Table 4.5 Beam Errors for YXB Velocity Nonorthogonality
Doppler Z Scale ZX ZY
Beam Factor Error Nonorthogonality Nonorthogonality
1 -8.59614x10-5  0.0 3.23067x10 -4
2 8.59614x10 -5  0.0 3.23067x10 -4
3 -8.59614x10-5  0.0 3.23067x10 -4
4 8.59614x10 -5 0.0 3.23067x10 -4
Table 4.6 Beam Errors for ZXB Velocity Nonorthogonality
Doppler Z Scale ZX ZY
Beam Factor Error Nonorthogonality Nonorthogonality
1 8.29421x10 -5  0.0 -3.11719x10 -4
2 8.29421x10 -5  0.0 3.11719x10 -4
3 -8.29421x10-5  0.0 3.11719x10 -4
4 -8.29421x10 -5  0.0 -3.11719x10 -4
The runs are labeled according to the run number listed in Table 4.1. Additionally,
a prefix is added to indicate what type of measurement was incorporated throughout
the run. The prefix G indicates only GPS measurements, B indicates only barometric
altimeter measurements, GB indicates both GPS and altimeter measurements, and no
prefix indicates no measurements were taken.
All of the environment model random errors throughout this study are generated
from the same random number sequence. Therefore, the environment errors are the
same from run to run. In all measurement cases, runs 1 through 20 are nominally exe-
cuted with the terrain model on and the magnetic field model off, unless otherwise
indicated. Run 1, the "no error" run, is not actually error-free since it does contain
dynamically-induced errors such as those in the flux valve and the directional gyro. All
of the subsequent runs also contain these errors.
For the Doppler/GPS/baro navigation runs, all of the environment errors listed in
Table 4.1 are included so that the overall system performance can be analyzed. This
configuration is then tested against poor satellite geometries, a displacement gyro-
scope failure, and a trajectory with higher dynamics.
All of the runs used the filter error statistics listed in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 Navigation System Filter State Statistics
Error Standard Deviation aY Time Constant '
eR 30.0, 10.0, 10.0 m (UDC) 00c, o,
S(xx, yy, zz) 0.00125, 0.0004, 0.000025 oo o, 00
E (xy, xz) 0.00001, 0.00001 0o0,
E (yx, yz) 0.00115, 0.00001 00, o
(zx, zy) 0.00035, 0.00001 0,, 00
_ 0.0025, 0.0025, 0.009 6100, 6100, 6100 m
Vbias 0.05, 0.05, 0.02 m/s 6100, 6100, 6100 m
eWb 0. 1440 / 8.00 * 00
eWw 0.9050 / 4.00 * 6100 m
eOb 0.1666670 00
e0w 0.0333330 10.0 s
e<b 0.166667 o00
w, 0.033333 10.0 s
eh 61.2 m I hr
eclock 1.0x10 -3 so
eclock 1.0x10 -9 s/s 1 hr
sv 1.466667x10 8 s 3 min
fuv 0.1, 0.1, 0.1 m/s 25, 25, 25 s
eWb (maneuver) See Section 2.4.1.2 Tin= 1 s, Tout= 15 S
* Magnetic Field Model Off/ On, Respectively
The trajectory used for the majority of the simulation runs is a racetrack course,
pictured in Figure 4.1.
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40 nm
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315 o heading
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Point
Take-off (Latitude = 400 N, Longitude = 750 W)
Figure 4.1 Racetrack Mission
The mission begins on the ground with a five minute initialization period during which
time the navigation system is initialized, and measurements are taken to estimate any
static errors. The helicopter then takes off vertically and hovers for two minutes at
approximately 15 meters above ground level. The vehicle then accelerates forward to
61 meters per second, climbs to 1000 feet, and cruises for 10 nautical miles on a head-
ing of 3150. The helicopter performs a coordinated right turn of 90' and continues on
a 40-nautical mile leg. This sequence of cruise and turns is repeated to complete the
racetrack course. The entire course is 182.5 km long. The mission timeline is listed in
Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 Racetrack Mission Timeline
Start
Time (s) Maneuver
0 Ground Initialization Period
300 Take-off and Climb Vertically at I m/s
316 Hover at 15 m
436 Accelerate to 61 m/s
498 Climb to 305 m
570 Cruise
835 Coordinated 900 Right Turn
862 Cruise
1917 Coordinated 900 Right Turn
1944 Cruise
2208 Coordinated 900 Right Turn
2235 Cruise
3290 Coordinated 90' Right Turn
Figures 4.2 through 4.5 illustrate this profile. The true ground track for this race-
track course is shown in Figure 4.2; note that the trajectory ends immediately after the
fourth turn is completed. Figure 4.3 illustrates the time histories for true latitude, lon-
gitude, and altitude. The first jump in the altitude plot corresponds to the helicopter
take-off which is followed by a hover period. The second altitude jump corresponds to
the climb to cruise altitude. Figure 4.3 shows the true vehicle body velocity compo-
nents throughout the course, where the z-component jumps during take-off and during
the altitude change. The small blips in the y- and z-components coincide with the tran-
sition to a coordinated turn. Figure 4.5 depicts the true heading, pitch, and roll angles
throughout the profile, where the changes in both heading and roll correspond to the
coordinated turns.
Since some of the errors will effectively cancel out if the vehicle flies around a
closed-loop course, the errors in position and heading are reported approximately half-
way around the racetrack and at the end of one lap. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the
half-way point is defined to be just after the completion of the second coordinated turn
at a mission elapsed time of 2007 seconds.
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4.2 Navigation Results for a Typical Run
In this section, the plotted results for a typical run are presented and explained. The
actual performance indicated by this run will be discussed later. Throughout the plots,
a solid line corresponds either to the navigation state or the error between the naviga-
tion state and the environment. A dashed line represents either the environment state
or the standard deviation envelope of the error. In all of the plots which show an error
between the environment and navigation states, the error is defined as the navigation
state minus the environment state.
Figures 4.6 through 4.36 are the results from a run with all the environment errors
included and GPS and altimeter measurements processed (see Section 4.7, Run GB-
24). Figure 4.6 illustrates both the environment and the navigation vehicle ground
tracks. In this plot, it is difficult to distinguish between the two ground tracks since the
navigation system is performing well.
Figure 4.7 shows the time history of both environment and navigation latitude as
well as the error between the two. Figure 4.8 illustrates the corresponding longitude
time history and errors.
Altitude and altitude errors are plotted in Figure 4.9. In the altitude plot, the solid
line represents the navigation system altitude, and the dashed line represents the true
altitude. In the altitude error plot, the solid line corresponds to the altitude which
results from the altimeter measurement errors as well as the satellite ephemeris and
propagation delay errors.
The error in position, coordinatized in an up/down range/cross track (UDC) frame,
are illustrated in Figure 4.10. In these plots, the solid line represents the error and the
dashed line represents the estimated 1 a standard deviation contained in the extended
Kalman filter covariance matrix. The spikes at approximately 800 and 1900 seconds
result from directional gyro heading gimbal errors during the turns. The total horizon-
tal error is shown in Figure 4.11.
Vehicle velocity throughout the trajectory, coordinatized in the body frame, is pic-
tured in Figure 4.12, and the error in this velocity is presented in Figure 4.13.
The true and navigation heading angle and the heading error are illustrated in
Figure 4.14. In the heading error plot, the 1 a envelope opens up during the maneu-
vers because of the scheduling of the heading error statistics as discussed previously in
Section 2.4.1.2. Figure 4.15 compares the navigation heading to the true magnetic
heading. In the magnetic heading angle error plot, the solid line again represents the
heading error, which is biased off by approximately 120, corresponding to the local
magnetic variation. The dashed line again represents the estimated 1 a envelope,
which is the envelope about the error. Since the error is biased off, the solid line does
not fall within the dashed lines, but the deviations about a mean value for the error
would indeed fall within the envelope if the envelope was offset by the bias.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the true and navigation pitch angles and the pitch angle
error. Much of the initial pitch bias error is eliminated after 500 seconds because at
that time the vehicle starts to move vertically and then forward. Consequently, the fil-
ter can estimate the pitch angle bias error.
The vehicle roll angle and roll angle error are illustrated in Figure 4.17. Unlike the
initial pitch bias error, the initial roll bias error does not decrease when the vehicle
starts moving because the maneuvers in this trajectory do not provide good visibility
for this error.
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Figures 4.18 through 4.31 illustrate the navigation filter error state estimates. Since
the plots illustrate the estimate and not the error in the estimate, the corresponding 1 a
envelopes will not bracket the estimate.
The heading bias state and heading wander states along with the total heading state
are pictured in Figure 4.18. Again, the increase in the estimated 1 a envelopes on the
heading bias during maneuvers result from the scheduling. The wander state is esti-
mating the heading error due to the magnetic field variations and errors due to slaving.
The pitch bias and wander states and the total pitch error state are illustrated in
Figure 4.19. Once the vehicle is in motion, the filter begins estimating the displace-
ment gyro pitch bias as the pitch bias state. The filter attempts to estimate the noise on
the pitch measurement with the wander state.
Figure 4.20 depicts the roll bias, roll wander and total roll error states and shows
that roll error is difficult to estimate given this trajectory.
Figure 4.21 illustrates the error estimate for the scale factor on body frame veloc-
ity. Since the vehicle moves along the body x-axis throughout most of this trajectory,
the filter can estimate the x-component of scale factor easier than the y- or z-compo-
nents. During a climb maneuver, the scale factor error z-component should become
visible provided the maneuvers last long enough for a detectable error to develop.
Given that GPS measurements can detect errors of approximately 10 meters or greater,
the z-scale factor with a standard deviation of 0.00255% would require approximately
16 minutes of climb at a vertical rate of 4 meters per second to develop a sufficiently
large error.
The XY and XZ body velocity nonorthogonality estimates are pictured in
Figure 4.22. Since the y- and z-components of body velocity are small for most of this
run, these nonorthogonalities are difficult to estimate. Figure 4.23 illustrates the YX
and YZ body velocity nonorthogonality error estimates. Again, because the vehicle
primarily moves along the body x-axis, the filter can estimate the YX nonorthogonal-
ity. The ZX and ZY nonorthogonality error estimates appear in Figure 4.24. As with
the YX nonorthogonality error, the filter can estimate the ZX nonorthogonality error.
Figure 4.25 illustrates the estimated terrain-induced body velocity scale factor
errors, and Figure 4.26 shows the estimated terrain-induced velocity bias. These errors
are modeled as second-order Markov processes so the steady state value of the stan-
dard deviation changes when horizontal velocity changes. The result of a velocity
change is illustrated in Figure 4.26 where the 1 a envelope jumps up at 500 seconds.
Prior to 500 seconds, the vehicle is stationary, and the filter estimates a velocity bias,
thereby reducing the uncertainty in the error. Once the vehicle starts to move, the
steady state (maximum) value for the estimated standard deviation changes, and the
envelope opens up.
Figure 4.27 shows the estimate of the unmodeled velocity errors that account for
any unmodeled effects such as navigation state integration errors.
The estimated error in the altimeter measurement is illustrated in Figure 4.28.
Since the statistics on the altimeter error and the measurement variance are large com-
pared to other errors, the filter tends to estimate other errors such as satellite ephemeris
and propagation delay errors as altimeter errors.
Figure 4.29 shows the navigation estimates of the GPS user clock bias and clock
drift rate. The filter estimates the large clock bias down to 5 meters within the first four
cycles of measurements. The clock drift rate is quickly estimated as well.
Figures 4.30 and 4.31 show the estimates of the satellite ephemeris and propaga-
tion errors for the satellite tracked on each of the receiver channels. When a satellite is
no longer tracked on a particular channel, the error variance is re-initialized to the
steady-state statistics and the associated cross-correlations are zeroed in the filter;
therefore, the estimated 1 a envelope will change. For example, the satellite error esti-
mate for channel 6 in Figure 4.31 ramps up to the steady state value at 1500 seconds
when the receiver switches from tracking satellite 21 to satellite 24. The satellite
assignments on each channel of the GPS receiver are illustrated in Figures 4.32
through 4.33. A satellite identification number of 25 indicates that no satellite is cur-
rently tracked on that channel.
The number of satellites visible at any point in time is illustrated in Figure 4.34.
100
Pictured in Figure 4.35 is the value for the position dilution of precision (PDOP) that
is used to select the best six satellites from all of the satellites in view. If there are six
satellites or less in view, then satellite selection does not occur, and PDOP is not calcu-
lated.
The quality of each measurement is illustrated in Figure 4.36 in terms of the mea-
surement test ratio, previously discussed in Section 2.4. The filter incorporates only
those measurements with test ratios less than 1.0 which corresponds to a 6 a residual.
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Figure 4.26 Navigation Velocity Terrain Bias Estimate
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Figure 4.27 Navigation Unmodeled Velocity Error Estimate
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Figure 4.28 Navigation Altimeter Bias Estimate
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Figure 4.29 Navigation GPS Clock Error Estimates
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Figure 4.30 Navigation Satellite Error Estimates for Channels 1 through 3
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Figure 4.31 Navigation Satellite Error Estimates for Channels 4 through 6
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Figure 4.32 Satellite IDs for Satellites Tracked on Channels 1 through 3
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Figure 4.36 Baro Altimeter and GPS Measurement Quality Indicators
4.3 Navigation with Doppler Navigator Only
The navigation simulations without any GPS or barometric altimeter measure-
ments provide a nominal performance metric against which to compare the measure-
ment simulations. Even without including the errors in Table 4.1, the no errors
simulation will have errors due to the behavior of the sensors under dynamic condi-
tions. Figure 4.37 illustrates the dynamically-induced heading error characteristic of
the gyromagnetic compass. The flux valve one-cycle error and two-cycle error are pre-
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sented in Figures 4.38 and 4.39, respectively.
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Figure 4.38 Flux Valve One-Cycle Heading Error for Run 5
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Figure 4.39 Flux Valve Two-Cycle Heading Error for Run 6
For each run, the position errors in the vertical, down range, and cross track direc-
tions at the half lap point and full lap point are tabularized. The mean and standard
deviation of the errors over the entire run are also presented in each of these tables.
The position error in the vertical direction is presented in Table 4.9. As expected,
the largest vertical position errors result from pitch angle errors (Run 8) and body
velocity ZX nonorthogonality (Run 20). The vertical initial position error (Run 4)
remains fairly constant throughout the run.
The down range and cross track position errors are summarized in Tables 4.10 and
4.11. Since the down range direction becomes the cross track direction when the vehi-
cle turns, the down range and cross track errors need to be considered together. The
largest down range and cross track errors are attributed to magnetic field variations
(Run 3). Because of this, many Doppler radar velocity sensors store a table of mag-
netic variations on-board to compensate. The flux valve two-cycle error is the next
most significant contributor to horizontal position errors, followed by Doppler velocity
scale factor in the body x-axis, flux valve one-cycle errors, and Doppler velocity YX
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nonorthogonality.
Table 4.12 summarizes the heading angle errors at the half and full lap points. Note
that at the half lap point, the two-cycle heading error (Run 6) is large compared to the
no error run (Run 1), but cancels out over a full lap so that the full lap two-cycle head-
ing error is less than the nominal heading error. Magnetic field variations (Run 3)
cause the largest heading errors while the flux valve two-cycle error (Run 6) results in
the error with the largest standard deviation.
The performance characteristics of Run 2 without the terrain model are not signifi-
cantly different than those of Run 1 with the terrain model; the model merely adds
some noise to the velocity measurements.
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Table 4.9 Vertical Position Error Without Measurements
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
1 -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 0.2
2 -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 0.2
3 -17.8 -0.5 -5.9 5.9
4 28.8 29.6 29.8 0.2
5 -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 0.2
6 -0.3 -0.4 -0.2 0.2
7 -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 0.2
8 272.8 501.8 21.7 161.1
9 -0.3 -0.4 -0.2 0.2
16 -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 0.2
17 -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 0.2
18 -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 0.2
19 -1.5 -2.5 -1.1 1.0
20 -33.0 -60.7 -26.3 19.6
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Table 4.10 Down Range Position Error Without Measurements
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
1 -36.9 29.5 6.5 14.8
2 -36.8 29.3 6.5 14.7
3 14,725.5 -1,171.3 2,600.6 4,375.3
4 -49.7 42.6 8.3 18.4
5 16.0 23.6 16.4 24.1
6 712.2 198.0 35.2 289.6
7 5.5 26.1 14.1 12.7
8 -36.0 27.1 6.2 14.4
9 -36.9 28.7 6.5 14.9
16 -60.3 31.2 6.6 45.3
17 -36.9 29.5 6.5 14.8
18 -36.9 29.5 6.5 14.8
19 39.0 23.3 20.1 19.3
20 -37.2 29.6 6.5 14.8
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Table 4.11 Cross Track Position Error Without Measurements
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
1 1.59 -35.61 -6.7 25.7
2 1.67 -35.54 -6.6 25.7
3 2,613.21 -511.96 -363.1 6,886.1
4 -8.69 -40.86 -5.0 34.1
5 -24.82 76.72 9.5 22.1
6 -326.50 44.69 20.5 355.4
7 13.47 -36.69 -6.7 15.0
8 -0.41 -36.38 -7.1 25.2
9 2.46 -35.96 -6.7 25.7
16 84.75 -42.08 8.3 46.1
17 1.59 -35.60 -6.6 25.7
18 1.59 -35.61 -6.7 25.7
19 23.04 -37.60 -6.8 21.3
20 1.79 -35.53 -6.6 25.8
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Table 4.12 Heading Error Without Measurements
Standard
Error (deg) Mean (m) Deviation (deg)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
1 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
2 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.20
3 12.93 12.02 12.62 0.46
4 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.20
5 0.04 -1.31 -0.01 0.20
6 -0.24 -0.48 0.21 0.68
7 0.02 -1.21 0.03 0.20
8 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
9 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.20
16 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.20
17 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.20
18 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.20
19 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
20 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
4.4 Doppler Navigation with Barometric Altimeter Measurements
The barometric altimeter provides vertical information; consequently, the naviga-
tion performance in the vertical direction is improved by incorporating altimeter mea-
surements, as summarized in Table 4.13. The altimeter measurements in these runs
were perfect measurements except in Runs B-10 through B-12. The vertical position
error due to both initial position error and pitch error are substantially decreased with
altimeter measurements.
As illustrated in Figure 4.40, the filter can estimate pitch errors well with altimeter
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measurements. As soon as the vehicle begins to move at 500 seconds, the filter esti-
mates the pitch bias in under two minutes, at which point the remaining error is noise.
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Figure 4.40 Pitch and Pitch Error for Run 8
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Unfortunately, the barometric altimeter adds errors to the system, the largest of
which is the moving bias on the altimeter measurement due to atmospheric pressure
variations. The filter estimate of this error is depicted in Figure 4.41, and the resulting
altitude error is pictured in Figure 4.42. The effect of the output quantization is illus-
trated in Figure 4.43 where the line represents the difference between the quantized
altimeter output and the true altitude. The filter attempts to estimate this error by ini-
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tially attributing part of it to an altimeter bias, pictured in Figure 4.44, and part to a
pitch error, shown in Figures 4.45 and 4.46.
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Table 4.13 Vertical Position Error With Altimeter Measurements
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
B-1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1
B-2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1
B-3 -17.8 0.1 -5.6 6.0
B-4 15.5 10.8 17.4 4.3
B-5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1
B-6 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1
B-7 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1
B-8 6.7 5.3 5.7 2.4
B-9 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1
B-10 -86.8 -14.0 -62.7 31.2
B-11 2.8 3.6 2.4 0.8
B-12 -6.2 -4.8 -5.1 3.1
B-16 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1
B-17 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1
B-18 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1
B-19 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1
B-20 -0.5 -0.3 -0.4 0.3
While the performance in the vertical channel is improved, the altimeter measure-
ments do not provide substantial information in the horizontal direction so the position
errors in the down range and cross track directions, presented in Table 4.14 and
Table 4.15, do not vary significantly from the errors without altimeter measurements.
Additionally, altimeter measurements do not decrease the heading errors as listed in
Table 4.16.
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Table 4.14 Down Range Position Error With Altimeter Measurements
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
B-i -33.5 29.2 6.8 14.0
B-2 -33.4 29.0 6.7 14.0
B-3 14,953.1 -1,204.8 2,629.3 4,419.1
B-4 -43.2 42.0 8.5 17.4
B-5 19.4 23.4 16.6 24.1
B-6 715.6 197.7 35.4 290.2
B-7 8.9 25.8 14.3 12.6
B-8 -30.32 30.8 7.1 14.4
B-9 -33.42 28.4 6.8 14.1
B-10 -2.8 7.8 5.6 14.5
B-11 -33.5 29.2 6.8 14.0
B-12 -38.7 27.8 6.3 14.1
B-16 -56.8 30.9 6.8 45.0
B-17 -33.5 29.2 6.8 14.0
B-18 -33.5 29.2 6.8 14.0
B-19 44.8 22.8 20.4 19.9
B-20 -34.2 28.9 6.6 14.0
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Table 4.15 Cross Track Position Error With Altimeter Measurements
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
B-i 2.4 -35.6 -6.2 25.2
B-2 2.5 -35.5 -6.2 25.2
B-3 2,583.1 -379.7 -312.9 6,946.2
B-4 -7.8 -40.4 -4.1 33.2
B-5 -24.0 76.8 10.0 22.4
B-6 -325.7 44.7 20.9 355.9
B-7 14.3 -36.6 -6.3 15.0
B-8 2.6 -37.5 -9.4 27.3
B-9 3.3 -35.9 -6.2 25.2
B-10 9.3 -2.9 23.9 28.6
B-ll 2.4 -35.6 -6.3 25.3
B-12 1.4 -33.9 -3.6 23.9
B-16 85.6 -42.0 8.7 45.7
B-17 2.4 -35.6 -6.2 25.2
B-18 2.4 -35.6 -6.2 25.2
B-19 24.3 -37.4 -5.7 22.4
B-20 2.4 -35.4 -5.9 25.1
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Table 4.16 Heading Error With Altimeter Measurements
Standard
Error (deg) Mean (m) Deviation (deg)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
B-i -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
B-2 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
B-3 12.97 12.06 12.64 0.46
B-4 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
B-5 0.04 -1.31 -0.01 0.22
B-6 -0.24 -0.48 0.21 0.68
B-7 0.03 -1.21 0.03 0.22
B-8 -0.01 -1.26 -0.01 0.22
B-9 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
B-10 0.02 -1.15 0.03 0.23
B-11 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
B-12 -0.01 -1.24 0.00 0.22
B-16 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
B-17 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
B-18 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
B-19 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
B-20 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
4.5 Doppler Navigation with GPS Measurements
The geometry of the satellite constellation over the course of this trajectory is illus-
trated in Figures 4.47 and 4.48. Zero declination corresponds to a satellite directly
overhead while a declination greater than 90' corresponds to satellites at or below the
horizon. Zero azimuth is defined as north and 900 corresponds to east.
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Figure 4.47 Azimuth and Declination of GPS Satellites 1 through 12
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Figure 4.48 Azimuth and Declination of GPS Satellites 13 through 24
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Figure 4.49 shows the number of satellites visible for the nominal trajectory, i.e.
those satellites not masked by the earth or by the vehicle. A hemispherical antenna is
assumed, as pictured in Figure 4.50.
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Figure 4.49 Number of Satellites Visible for the Racetrack Trajectory
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Figure 4.50 GPS Antenna Mounting Location and Field of View
Unlike altimeter measurements, GPS measurements provide three-dimensional
position information, therefore all components of position error show significant
improvement. Tables 4.17 through 4.19 summarize the position errors in the vertical,
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down range, and cross track directions at the half and full lap points. For all of these
runs, the GPS pseudorange measurements are perfect except in Runs G-13 through G-
15. The position component with the largest errors is the vertical direction since geom-
etry of the GPS satellite constellation is better for observing horizontal errors than ver-
tical errors.
The GPS measurements themselves introduce some position error in all directions
due to satellite ephemeris and signal propagation delay errors, as shown in the results
for Run G-15.
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Table 4.17 Vertical Position Error With GPS Measurements
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
G-1 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-2 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-3 3.9 -0.8 0.2 1.2
G-4 0.9 -0.5 0.4 1.7
G-5 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-6 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-7 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-8 1.3 -0.4 0.5 0.4
G-9 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-13 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-14 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-15 11.2 -0.8 -0.1 6.6
G-16 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-17 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-18 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-19 0.8 -0.5 0.1 0.3
G-20 0.9 -0.5 0.1 0.3
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Table 4.18 Down Range Position Error With GPS Measurements
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
G-1 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-2 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-3 3.1 0.6 0.3 1.4
G-4 0.7 -0.1 0.1 0.6
G-5 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-6 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-7 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-8 1.0 -0.2 0.1 0.3
G-9 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-13 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-14 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-15 7.5 2.8 0.9 3.4
G-16 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-17 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-18 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-19 0.7 -0.1 0.0 0.2
G-20 0.8 -0.1 0.0 0.2
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Table 4.19 Cross Track Position Error With GPS Measurements
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
G-1 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
G-2 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
G-3 -0.8 -1.5 -0.4 2.6
G-4 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.9
G-5 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
G-6 -0.2 0.8 0.1 0.7
G-7 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
G-8 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.8
G-9 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
G-13 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
G-14 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
G-15 -4.2 -3.4 -3.2 4.4
G-16 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
G-17 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
G-18 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
G-19 -0.2 0.8 0.1 0.7
G-20 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
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Table 4.20 Heading Error With GPS Measurements
Standard
Error (deg) Mean (m) Deviation (deg)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
G-1 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-2 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-3 0.00 1.65 1.85 4.23
G-4 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-5 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-6 -0.02 -0.92 -0.09 0.34
G-7 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-8 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-9 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-13 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-14 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-15 0.11 -0.63 -0.01 0.31
G-16 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-17 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-18 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
G-19 -0.06 -1.00 -0.06 0.28
G-20 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
With GPS measurements, the filter estimates approximately 25% of the x-compo-
nent of Doppler velocity scale factor errors. Figure 4.51 shows the time history for this
error. The filter also estimates the velocity YX and ZX nonorthogonality errors, shown
in Figures 4.52 and 4.53, respectively.
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Figure 4.52 Estimated Velocity YX Nonorthogonality Error for Run GB-24
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Figure 4.53 Estimated Velocity ZX Nonorthogonality Error for Run GB-24
Despite the large initial errors in the GPS user clock, the filter estimates the clock
bias within the first cycle of measurements, as shown in Figure 4.54. After only 20
seconds (i.e. four measurement update periods), the filter reduces the estimated stan-
dard deviation of the clock from 300,000 meters to 5 meters, as illustrated in
Figure 4.55. If underweighting was not used, the clock error would decrease even
faster.
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Figure 4.55 Close-up of GPS Clock Bias Estimate for Run G-13
4.6 Error Observability
As mentioned previously, altimeter measurements provide good vertical informa-
tion but very little horizontal information, and GPS provides good spatial information
overall. Table 4.21 summarizes which errors are observable with GPS and barometric
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altimeter measurements. Neither GPS or altimeter measurements provide visibility for
the terrain-induced velocity variation and the pitch and roll noise errors because the
errors are white noise.
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Table 4.21 Error Observability with Altimeter and GPS Measurements
Observable
Environment Error by Baro by GPS
Dynamically-induced heading errors X
Navigation state vector integration errors X
Terrain-induced velocity variation
Magnetic field heading variation X
Up position error X X
Down range position error X
Cross track position error X
Flux valve one-cycle error X
Flux valve two-cycle error X
Directional gyro drift rate X
Displacement gyro pitch bias X X
Displacement gyro pitch noise
Displacement gyro roll bias X
Displacement gyro roll noise
Baroaltimeter error due to atmospheric pressure variations X
Baroaltimeter scale error (bias) X
Baroaltimeter quantization X
GPS user clock bias X
GPS user clock drift rate X
Ephemeris errors and propagation delays X
Doppler antenna installation XB velocity scale factor X
Doppler antenna installation YB velocity scale factor X
Doppler antenna installation ZB velocity scale factor X X
Doppler antenna installation YX, velocity nonorthogonality X
Doppler antenna installation ZXB velocity nonorthogonality X X
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4.7 Doppler Navigation with GPS/Baro Measurements
The baseline runs to demonstrate Doppler navigation incorporating both GPS and
barometric altimeter measurements is listed in Table 4.22. The prefix, GB, is used to
denote the GPS/barometric altimeter runs. The performance of this navigation system
is tested against poor satellite geometries, a displacement gyroscope failure, and a high
dynamics trajectory. All of the environment errors previously described are included at
their +1 a value, and the magnetic field model and the terrain model are used unless
otherwise specified.
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Table 4.22 System Performance Run Descriptions
Run Simulation Run Description
21 Run 1, no measurements
GB-22 Run 1, GPS and barometric altimeter measurements
23 All errors, no measurements
23NM All errors, no measurements, no magnetic field model
23MT All errors, no measurements, magnetic variation table
GB-24 All errors, GPS/baro measurements
GB-25 All errors, GPS/baro, four satellites visible
GB-26 All errors, GPS/baro, three satellites visible
GB-27 All errors, GPS/baro, two satellites visible
GB-28 All errors, GPS/baro, one satellite visible
GB-29 All errors, GPS/baro, gradually losing satellites
GB-29MT All errors, GPS/baro, gradually losing satellites, magnetic
field table
GB-30 All errors, GPS/baro, displacement gyro failed at time = 0.0
GB-31 All errors, GPS/baro, high dynamics trajectory, magnetic
variation table, satellite masking
32 All errors, no measurements, high dynamics trajectory,
magnetic variation table
GB-33 All errors, GPS/baro, high dynamics trajectory, magnetic
variation table, no satellite masking
Notes: All errors = each environment error set to +1 G
GB label refers to runs with GPS/baro altimeter measurements
Runs 21 through GB-24 provide baseline metrics against which to compare subse-
quent runs. Runs GB-25 through GB-29 and GB-31 all involve navigation with
reduced satellite visibility as would result during flight in valleys among hills. Each of
these runs is identical except for the number of satellite measurements that are pro-
cessed. The desired number of visible satellites is produced by varying the terrain
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mask angle which is compared to the satellite elevation angle to determine satellite
visibility. The mask angles used to reduce the number of visible satellites to approxi-
mately the desired number of satellites are listed in Table 4.23.
Table 4.23 Mask Angles For Reduced Satellite Visibility
Desired Number of Mask Angle
Satellites Visible Required (deg)
4 32.5
3 38.5
2 45.0
1 65.0
0 90.0
Position errors for Run GB-24, which includes all of the environment errors, incor-
porates both GPS and altimeter measurements, and has a large number of satellites vis-
ible, are pictured again in Figure 4.56 on a different scale for comparison to runs with
four or fewer satellites. Summaries of the half lap and full lap error statistics are listed
in Section 4.7.8.
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4.7.1 Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation with Four GPS Satellites
During Run GB-26, the terrain mask angle is increased from a nominal value of 50
to 32.5 so that, on average, four satellites are visible. The actual number of visible
satellites and the geometry of those visible for the majority of the time are shown in
Figures 4.57 and 4.58, respectively. Note that the declination scale in Figure 4.58 has
changed from 0-1800 to 0-900
The position errors with four visible satellites are pictured in Figure 4.59. The
results are not significantly different than those using six satellites.
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4.7.2 Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation with Three GPS Satellites
To decrease the number of visible satellites to three requires a terrain mask angle
of 38.50. Figure 4.60 shows the number of satellites visible over Run GB-26, and
Figure 4.61 illustrates the geometry of the three satellites visible for the majority of the
time.
The UDC position errors given GPS measurements from approximately three sat-
ellites is shown in Figure 4.62. Even with altimeter measurements, the vertical errors
are larger than the four-satellite errors because the three satellites are overhead which
provides poor vertical visibility. The down range and cross track errors are approxi-
mately the same as the four-satellite case until approximately 3100 seconds when the
third satellite drops out of view. At this time, all of the errors begin to grow.
Figures 4.63 and 4.64 show the satellite identification number for the satellite on each
channel of the GPS receiver. Figure 4.63 shows the third satellite dropping off of chan-
nel three.
With fewer satellite measurements, the filter estimates more of the errors as altim-
eter bias errors than satellite errors, as depicted in Figure 4.65. The satellite error esti-
mates, illustrated in Figures 4.66 and 4.67, are significantly smaller than the Run GB-
24 estimates previously shown in Figures 4.30 and 4.31 for six visible satellites. This
trend continues as more and more satellites are lost.
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4.7.3 Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation with Two GPS Satellites
To decrease the number of visible satellites to approximately two, a mask angle of
45 0 is necessary. The actual number of visible satellites temporarily jumps to three
during a maneuver, as shown in Figure 4.68. The geometry of the two satellites that
are visible throughout most of the trajectory is illustrated in Figure 4.69. The position
errors for Run GB-27 are pictured in Figure 4.70; note the change of scale on the plots.
Figure 4.70 clearly shows the down range error becoming cross track error during the
first turn. All of the position error components increase with only two satellites avail-
able so that the navigation position is good to approximately 100 meters; yet this per-
formance is still better than Doppler navigation alone. While a third satellite is visible
during the third leg of the racetrack course, the horizontal position error decreases sub-
stantially.
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Figure 4.68 Number of Satellites Visible for Run GB-27
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4.7.4 Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation with One GPS Satellite
To limit visibility to approximately one satellite during Run GB-28, a terrain mask
angle of 650 is used. The number of satellites visible throughout the trajectory and the
satellite geometry are pictured in Figures 4.71 and 4.72, respectively.
With only one satellite, the horizontal errors are large enough to see clearly in the
ground track plot in Figure 4.73. Figures 4.74 and 4.75 illustrate the latitude, latitude
error, longitude, and longitude error where 0.0050 is roughly 560 meters. The altime-
ter effectively limits the vertical position errors so that the vertical error is approxi-
mately the same as the two-satellite case, as shown in Figure 4.76.
The horizontal error, pictured in Figure 4.77, is now approaching, but is still less
than the errors from Doppler navigation alone. This is largely due to the fact that the
filter is not estimating heading errors as well. As shown in Figure 4.78, much of the
magnetic field variation has been estimated, but the 1 a envelope remains at approxi-
mately one degree. Referring to Tables 4.26 through 4.27, the horizontal position
errors with one satellite (Run GB-28) are still substantially better than Run 23 which
has no measurements, but approximately equivalent to Run 23MT where the Doppler
sensor is provided with a magnetic variation table.
In addition, it takes considerably longer for the filter to initially estimate the GPS
user clock bias and clock drift, pictured in Figure 4.79.
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4.7.5 Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation while Steadily Losing Satellites
Run GB-29 illustrates the navigation performance while losing satellite visibility
as would be the case during nap-of-the-Earth flight or in a jamming scenario. The
number of visible satellites is steadily decreased from four to zero. Figure 4.1 illus-
trates the points where satellites drop out of view. From take-off to point A, four satel-
lites are visible; three satellites are visible from point A to point B, two are visible
from B to C, and one is visible from point C to point D. At point D, the remaining sat-
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ellite drops out of sight, and the remainder of the course is flown with only barometric
altimeter measurements. Figure 4.81 shows the number of satellites visible throughout
the course. The decreasing number of satellite measurements is reflected in
Figure 4.82 where the data points for the GPS measurements become less and less
dense as satellites are masked out of view until, finally, no measurements are incorpo-
rated.
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Figure 4.80 Satellite Drop-Out Points on Racetrack Mission
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Figure 4.82 Measurement Quality Indicators for Run GB-29
This run illuminated a weakness in the scheduling scheme described in
Section 2.4.1.2, the effect of which is illustrated in the ground track in Figure 4.83 and
the position errors in Figure 4.84. The filter problems begin during the first turn after
the last GPS satellite disappears from view. In order to increase the heading error
uncertainty during the turns, the standard deviation of the heading bias was rapidly
ramped up to a higher value which accounted for the dynamically-induced heading
errors. This quick reaction was accomplished by decreasing the ECRV time constant
to 1 second, thereby losing any previous knowledge of the heading error. The heading
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bias estimate drops to zero as illustrated in Figure 4.85, and the heading error increases
accordingly, as shown in Figure 4.86. Losing the magnetic field error estimate does
not severely impact the navigation performance when GPS measurements are taken
because the filter can rapidly re-estimate the error. Once GPS is lost completely, how-
ever, filter stability problems result.
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Figure 4.83 Env. and Nav. Ground Tracks for Run GB-29
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One solution to this dilemma is to include a magnetic field variation table in the
navigation system, as is done with many Doppler navigators. This would provide a
gross calibration of the magnetic heading error, and the filter could estimate other
heading variations and fluctuations due to dynamics and heading sensor errors. Run
GB-29MT is identical to Run GB-29 except that such a table is included and the head-
ing error state statistics corresponding to no magnetic field model are used. The esti-
mated heading error state for Run GB-29MT is pictured in Figure 4.87. Run 23MT
also includes a magnetic field table but does not incorporate any measurements, which
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makes it comparable to Doppler only navigation. A performance improvement due to
the initial GPS measurements can be seen in the ground track plots for Runs 23MT
and GB-29MT in Figures 4.88 and 4.89. After GPS is lost, the horizontal errors in Run
GB-29B remain fairly constant but the filter uncertainty in position continues to grow,
as illustrated in Figure 4.90. Conversely, the position errors in Run 23MT continue to
change, but the position uncertainty decreases which is shown in Figure 4.91.
Without GPS measurements, the filter no longer estimates the two-cycle flux head-
ing error. In Figure 4.92, prior to 2000 seconds, the filter has estimated a heading error
which then flips in sign when the vehicle turns. The filter continues to estimate the
same error, thereby increasing the heading error until the vehicle turns again.
Figure 4.93 shows the heading and heading error from Run 23MT for comparison. The
same problem should arise for one-cycle heading errors although this effect is
swamped by the two-cycle error. In order to estimate these error without GPS mea-
surements, modeling of the errors is necessary.
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4.7.6 Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation with Displacement Gyro Failure
To analyze navigation performance during a sensor failure, the directional gyro-
scope is failed from the beginning of the trajectory in Run GB-30 in such a way that
the pitch and roll angles read by the navigation system are zero. Since the heading esti-
mate scheduling is triggered by the vehicle pitch and roll angles, no scheduling occurs
during this run, as shown in Figure 4.94 where the dashed line representing the 1 a
envelope is constant after approximately 500 seconds. To ensure that the scheduling
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O 3000
implementation would be unaffected by such an equipment failure, the heading rate
could be used as a maneuver indicator instead of pitch and roll angles.
Figure 4.94 also illustrates the scheduling problem noted earlier in Section 4.7.5
that the heading bias estimate goes to zero immediately upon scheduling resulting in a
large heading error. In this run, the heading error does not spike as severely at the
beginning of turns as the heading error for Run GB-24 shown in Figure 4.14. In addi-
tion, the corresponding position error spikes seen earlier in the runs with scheduling
such as in Figure 4.10 are not present in the position error plots for this run, as shown
in Figure 4.95. The scheduling implementation may be improved by instantaneously
resetting the heading envelope to the maneuver value without changing the time con-
stant of the error instead of ramping it quickly to the maneuver value.
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4.7.7 Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation Under High Dynamics
The navigation system performance under high dynamics is analyzed using a tra-
jectory with several tight coordinated turns spaced closely together. The true ground
track for this trajectory is illustrated in Figure 4.96, and the mission timeline is listed
in Table 4.24. All of the high dynamics runs use a magnetic field variation table.
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Figure 4.96 Ground Track for High Dynamics Mission
In Run 32, the trajectory is flown without any GPS or altimeter measurements. The
resulting position errors are shown in Figure 4.97. Nothing very arduous occurs in this
trajectory prior to approximately 575 seconds and after approximately 800 seconds,
therefore the position error and heading error performance plots will focus on the time
period where most of the maneuvering occurs. The heading error in Run 32 without
measurements is illustrated in Figure 4.98. The maneuvers are occurring rapidly
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Table 4.24 High Dynamics Mission Timeline
Start
Time (s) Maneuver
0 Ground Initialization Period
300 Take-off Vertically to 90 m
323 Cruise at 61 m/s
443 Descend to 30 m
454 Cruise at 61 m/s
514 Climb to 90 m
525 Cruise at 61 m/s
585 1800 Left Turn at 600 Roll
597 1800 Right Turn at 600 Roll
609 Cruise at 61 m/s
614 3600 Right Turn at 600 Roll
638 3600 Left Turn at 600 Roll
660 Cruise 61 m/s
721 1800 Left Turn at 600 Roll
733 1800 Right Turn at 600 Roll
745 Cruise at 61 m/s
enough that the flux valve slaving does not have much effect.
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Figure 4.97 UDC Position Error for Run 32
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Figure 4.98 Heading and Heading Error for Run 32
Satellite visibility is significantly affected during these maneuvers as is shown in
Figure 4.99 for Run GB-33 which includes an unmasked satellite constellation. The
ground track for the intense maneuver area is depicted in Figure 4.100. During the
maneuvers, the position errors remain large and the 1 T envelopes for the horizontal
position errors do not bracket these errors, but after the maneuvers are complete, the
filter estimates position very well, as shown in Figure 4.101. The heading errors are
also large during the maneuvers but decrease rapidly once the maneuvers are over, as
depicted in Figure 4.102.
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In Run GB-31, satellite visibility is restricted so that nominally four satellites are
in view, but fewer are visible during the maneuvers, as shown in Figure 4.103.
Figure 4.104 indicates that some of the measurements were not incorporated because
the residuals exceeded 6 a. The ground track in Figure 4.105 and the position errors
pictured in Figure 4.106 show that the filter has a difficult time estimating position
during the tight turns but quickly recovers after the maneuvers are concluded. Even
with altimeter measurements, the vertical position error increases as satellites drop out
of view. The heading error illustrated in Figure 4.107 looks very similar to that of Run
GB-31.
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4.7.8 Summary of Results
The position errors in the vertical, down range, and cross track directions at the
half lap and full lap points for all of the runs presented in Section 4.7 are summarized
in Table 4.25, Table 4.26, and Table 4.27, respectively. The mean value and standard
deviation over the entire trajectory are also listed.
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Table 4.25 Vertical Position Error With
208
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
21 -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 0.2
GB-22 0.8 -0.5 0.1 0.2
23 249.5 469.3 213.6 139.1
23NM 268.7 469.4 219.9 141.0
23MT 268.7 469.4 219.9 141.0
GB-24 12.4 0.4 -0.4 6.5
GB-25 -7.6 0.3 -0.9 10.7
GB-26 -32.0 2.7 -15.4 17.3
GB-27 -70.4 23.1 -39.6 31.9
GB-28 -80.4 -1.1 -44.5 33.4
GB-29 -36.7 6.6 -11.4 20.4
GB-29MT -43.3 13.9 -15.5 23.0
GB-30 10.7 0.6 -0.9 6.1
GB-31 n/a 8.5 14.9 6.8
32 n/a 134.6 66.5 35.6
GB-33 n/a -4.3 0.7 6.2
Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation
Table 4.26 Down Range Position Error With Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
21 -36.9 29.5 6.5 14.8
GB-22 0.7 -0.1 0.0 0.2
23 15,518.3 -949.1 2,679.2 4,459.4
23NM 851.5 196.1 67.9 302.9
23MT 692.6 259.5 93.1 217.5
GB-24 8.9 3.4 1.1 4.2
GB-25 -7.3 9.2 1.4 5.7
GB-26 -8.1 16.4 4.5 8.7
GB-27 -11.4 11.0 9.1 20.7
GB-28 495.5 -19.6 179.1 142.8
GB-29 237.9 -6454.5 134.3 1,054.9
GB-29MT 193.8 -175.1 -25.0 104.3
GB-30 7.4 2.8 -1.0 3.3
GB-31 n/a -16.6 -0.7 32.8
32 n/a -162.7 -31.3 90.3
GB-33 n/a -1.5 -2.5 19.8
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Table 4.27 Cross Track Position Error With Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation
Standard
Error (m) Mean (m) Deviation (m)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Over Full Lap
21 1.59 -35.61 -6.7 25.7
GB-22 -0.2 0.9 0.1 0.7
23 2,166.0 -374.1 -316.3 7,242.6
23NM -250.2 142.2 52.6 419.9
23MT -159.6 -82.7 13.6 271.6
GB-24 -4.5 -2.7 -3.3 4.9
GB-25 -3.7 3.2 -4.5 7.8
GB-26 4.5 47.0 -1.2 10.9
GB-27 17.7 15.9 -0.9 29.5
GB-28 213.4 586.2 106.5 316.3
GB-29 -206.3 14,603.6 720.4 3,268.3
GB-29MT 14.9 77.8 37.5 84.0
GB-30 -4.0 -1.8 -2.9 4.2
GB-31 n/a 12.3 2.3 36.8
32 n/a 316.8 97.2 99.7
GB-33 n/a 9.7 5.2 31.4
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Table 4.28 Heading Error With Doppler/GPS/Baro Navigation
Standard
Error (deg) Mean (m) Deviation (deg)
Run Half Lap Full Lap Full Lap
21 -0.01 -1.25 0.00 0.22
GB-22 0.00 -0.95 -0.01 0.28
23 12.90 12.80 12.87 0.78
23NM -0.15 -0.50 0.24 0.70
23MT 0.30 0.20 0.27 0.78
GB-24 0.02 2.34 1.72 4.04
GB-25 -0.16 1.66 1.68 4.04
GB-26 -0.22 2.07 1.69 4.05
GB-27 -0.23 2.81 1.72 4.10
GB-28 0.69 4.05 1.90 4.15
GB-29 2.19 -1.33 1.52 5.34
GB-29MT -0.41 -0.52 -0.16 0.51
GB-30 0.03 0.58 1.51 4.02
GB-31 n/a -0.17 -0.70 5.18
32 n/a -1.05 -0.91 4.09
GB-33 n/a 0.01 -1.03 4.86
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Research
5.1 Conclusions
The goal of this thesis has been to design an estimator for a Doppler/GPS naviga-
tion system for a military utility and transport helicopter. In this navigation system,
information from a Doppler radar velocity sensor, a gyromagnetic compass, and a dis-
placement gyroscope is combined with measurements from a GPS receiver, and a
barometric altimeter in order to calibrate the Doppler, attitude reference, GPS receiver
and altimeter errors. The basic principles behind both Doppler and GPS navigation
were presented, and the strengths and limitations of each were discussed. Each naviga-
tion sensor was discussed and its sources of error characterized. An overview of Kal-
man filtering was provided, and the design of the extended Kalman filter was
described.
A computer simulation was developed to analyze the performance of the naviga-
tion system, and the environment models used in this simulation were described. A
nominal set of simulation runs was defined in order to illustrate the errors caused by a
particular environment error and to determine whether or not that environment error
could be estimated by the navigation system given either barometric altimeter mea-
surements or GPS pseudorange measurements. As expected, the barometric altimeter
measurements improved vertical position performance but did not increase horizontal
accuracy. GPS measurements provided both horizontal and vertical information so that
a substantial portion of all of the errors could be estimated. With GPS measurements, a
significant improvement in navigation performance was demonstrated.
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A second set of simulation runs was designed to demonstrate the navigation sys-
tem performance under reduced satellite visibility, poor satellite geometry, complete
loss of GPS measurements, failure of the displacement gyroscope, and high vehicle
dynamics. With barometric altimeter measurements and two or more satellites visible,
substantial performance improvements resulted over a Doppler-only system. The sim-
ulations revealed that even with altimeter measurements and only one satellite visible,
performance improved slightly over the Doppler-only navigation runs. The simula-
tions run against a series of high-dynamics maneuvers demonstrated that although
navigation within these maneuvers was difficult due to the large dynamically-induced
heading errors, the navigation system quickly recovered its quality position solution
after the maneuver was complete.
In summary, a combined Doppler/GPS navigation system takes advantage of the
strengths of each system in order to provide improved performance over a wider range
of scenarios than is possible for either system separately.
5.2 Future Research
Future studies should closely examine the heading reference errors, a suboptimal
filter design, and filtered velocity aiding of the GPS receiver tracking loops. Addi-
tional analysis of over-water performance and over-water current bias estimation
could be performed.
In order to more effectively estimate heading errors in the absence of GPS mea-
surements, additional modeling of the flux valve one- and two-cycle errors needs
investigation. In addition, improvements to the scheduling scheme to better handle the
dynamically-induced heading reference errors are necessary. The addition of a zero-
velocity measurement when the vehicle is sitting on the ground could aid in estimating
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the Doppler velocity biases and the altimeter bias. System performance incorporating
GPS range-rate measurements in addition to pseudorange measurements could also be
analyzed. Based on the simulation results, several of the error states such as some of
the Doppler velocity nonorthogonality terms could be eliminated in order to develop a
suboptimal filter appropriate for flight software applications where computer through-
put limitations may preclude an extended Kalman filter as large as that implemented
here.
Finally, the synergistic effect of aiding the GPS receiver with calibrated Doppler
velocity could also be investigated. The calibrated Doppler velocity could be used to
aid the tracking loops in the GPS receiver, which would improve GPS performance
during acquisition and jamming situations. To be effective, GPS tracking loop aiding
by an external source requires accurate velocity information. Over the short-term,
Doppler velocity performance relative to that of an INS is poor especially during
maneuvers, as illustrated in Figure 4.13. For effective aiding, it would be essential to
use calibrated velocity including calibrated attitude references. As the GPS perfor-
mance increases, the filter estimates of other error states also increases resulting in
more accurate calibrated velocity for aiding.
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Appendix A
Development of Propagation Equations for an ECRV
Reference [8] provides an extensive treatment of random variables and random
processes. The propagation equations for an exponentially correlated random variable
(ECRV) are developed here for the discrete scalar, continuous scalar, discrete vector,
and continuous vector cases.
A.1 Discrete Scalar Case
The differential equation describing the time behavior of the error, x, is expressed
by:
x = fx + gw (A-l)
where f describes the dynamics of x and is assumed to be a constant, w is the noise in
the error state, and g describes how the state is related to the noise (typically g = 1).
Integration of Equation A- I1 results in the following continuous expression:
t
x(t) = f(t-')x(to) +e ( - ) w(d (A-2)
to
The state transition variable is defined as D (t, to) = ef(t - t) = where f
describes the error state at time t, so the continuous expression for the error x (t) can
be written as:
t
x (t) = O(t, to)x(t o) +O(t, )g() w () d (A-3)
to
From the continuous expression of Equation A-3, the discrete time expression for the
error state can be written as
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Xk + = kk + kW k  (A-4)
where xk + 1 Xk are the errors at times k + land k, 1 k is the discrete state transition
variable, and Fkwk is the weighted average of a white noise process gw for the inter-
val tk to tk + i. For an ECRV, f = - 1/1 where r is the correlation time constant. The
state transition variable can then be written as:
At
(D k ef(tk+ I - tk) =(k (A-5)
In some literature, f is also referred to as -03. As 1 -- oo, the process describing the
ECRV becomes a random constant process.
An expression for the covariance of x, E, follows easily from Equation A-4 and
the fact that the error at time tk and the noise are uncorrelated, i.e. (xk kWk) = 0:
Ek+1 = (Xk+lXk+)
S((Dk k + Fkk) 2)
2 2
(kxkk + 2 kxkk k + k wkFk)
DkEkDk + IkqkFk (A-6)
where E k + 1 and Ek are the covariances of x at times k + 1 and k, and FkqkF k is the
discrete covariance of Fkwk. The above equation can be simplified as follows:
Ek + = DkEkDk + kqkIk
= kEk + F2kq k
2At
= e Ek+ kqk  (A-7)
The continuous equation for the covariance is a limiting case of Equation A-6 and is
presented in the continuous scalar case section (see Equation A-20). When the process
reaches steady state conditions, E = 0 and E = 02 . The derivative of the continu-X
ous covariance matrix simplifies to:
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S= fE+Ef+gqg
0 = 2f2 + g 2q
0 = -- +g q
7 x q(A-8)
where q is the spectral density. Finally, the spectral density can be written in terms of
the mean squared value and the correlation time of the error x:
2a 2
q = (A-9)
tg2
The spectral density q and the discrete covariance qk are related by the time step At,
therefore the units of q and qk differ by one over time. The discrete scalar equation for
Fkq k k can be simplified to an equation involving the integration time step, correla-
tion time, and mean-squared value, as shown below:
At (At - 5) (At- 5)
Fkqk Fk = e T gqge d
0
0
2 2  2AtAt 24
X e fe t d
0
2At
02 1-e
(A-10)
The expression for the discrete noise is
2At
k Wk = F qFTri 1 - e (A-ll)
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where rl is a zero-mean, unit variance Gaussian random number. This leads to the final
discrete scalar expressions, shown below, for the error state and covariance at time
tk + 1 given their values at time tk:
At 2At
xk + 1 = e x k + x I 1 - e (A-12)
2At 2At
Ek + = e + Ek 2 1 -e (A-13)
A.2 Continuous Scalar Case
In the continuous scalar case, the equation representing an exponentially correlated
random variable is
x = fx + gw (A-14)
where again f = -1/t. The continuous noise process, gw, and the discrete noise,
kw k, are approximately related by At given that At is small.
gwAt = Fkw k  (A-15)
For small At, Equation A-ll can be rewritten as:
S22oAt 2
Tkwk I -- g qAt (A-16)
An expression for the continuous noise process can then be obtained:
Fkwk 2 2
gw= At (t (A-17)
where ir is a zero-mean, unit variance, Gaussian random number and At is the integra-
tion time step.
For small time steps, the continuous covariance equation is a limiting case of the
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discrete Equation A-6 as shown below:
Ek+l = kEkDk + Fkqk k
2 2E kEk kq
S(1 +fAt) 2Ek + g2qAt
Ek + (2fEk + g2q) At+f (At) 2Ek  (A-18)
Rearranging this equation results in
At k- 2fEk + g2q +fEkAt (A-19)
As At -+ 0, the above equation approaches the following continuous scalar equation:
E = 2fE + g2q (A-20)
Substituting into Equations A-14 and A-20 for q, f, and gw, the equations to inte-
grate for the error state and covariance are
1 221 1X
= - -1x+ (A-21)
2 2(y 2E+ = L(A-22)
T T
wherex is the error in the state, E is the covariance of x, r is the correlation time, (
2
X
is the steady state variance, At is the integration time step, and 11 is a zero-mean, unit
variance, Gaussian random number. The correlation time and the steady state variance
are determined experimentally.
A.3 Discrete Vector Case
The vector formulation of time rate of change of the error, x, is
x = Fx + Gw (A-23)
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where F describes the dynamics of x, w is the noise in the error state, and G describes
how the state is related to the noise (typically G = I). The discrete vector expression
for the error state is
Xk + = k + Fk k (A-24)
where xk + , -kare the error states at times tk + I and tk, k is the discrete state transi-
tion matrix, and Fklwk is the weighted average of a white noise process Gw for the
interval tk to tk + l
Similarly the discrete vector expression for the error covariance matrix is
Ek + = kEkk + Fk k (A-25)
where Ek + I and Ek are the covariance matricies of x at times tk + 1 and tk, and
S rQkkT is the discrete covariance of Fkwk . The discrete state transition matrix is
expressed as an average over the interval tk to tk + I:
2
FAt (FAt)
k = e = I+FAt+ +... (A-26)
where the state is described in terms of an average over At:
- Fk + Fk + I
F = 2 and At = tk + 1 - tk (A-27)
The noise over the interval At is written in terms of the discrete covariance of the
noise and a random number:
t+ I
Fk_wk = d
tk
= krk  (A-28)
Given that the covariance of Gw is
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(G (til)W (t ) (G(t2) w (t2 )) T) = G(t ) Q (t) G (t T) (t- t2) ,
the discrete noise covariance Fk k T= (k k (k T) becomes
(A-29)
lk+ I lk+ I
Ik  kI-kQ T = f J I(t, h)(TT)w( I)dT (
tk tk
tk+I k+l
= f f ((tk' ,) G ((()2)) G (2) T (tk 2) d42dil
tk tk Q8(41 -2)
k+ I
= (tk 1) G ((i) Q () G (41) (T(tk' 1)dl
tk r(A-30)
For small time steps, the state transition matrix, D (tk, 4) , is nearly an identity matrix,
and the above equation can be approximated by
kQkTk GQG At (A-31)
where Q (t) is the spectral density matrix, At is the integration time step, and G (t)
describes how the state is related to the noise, typically G = I.
Substituting into Equation A-4 and Equation A-25 and assuming small time steps,
the final discrete vector equations are j ' '
xk+1 (I+ FAt) xk + 1 GQG
-k 
I 
T
- -J
(A-32)
Ek + l (I+ FAt) Ek (I+ FAt) + GQG At (A-33)
A.4 Continuous Vector Case
The continuous vector case can be readily generalized from the continuous scalar
case. The continuous vector form of the error state is
x = Fx + Gw (A-34)
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For small time steps, the continuous covariance equation is a limiting case of the dis-
crete Equation A-25 as shown below:
E k + kEk k k
(1 + FAt) Ek (1 + FAt) T+ GQGTAt
SEk (FEk + EkF T +GQG ) At + FEkF (At) 2 (A-35)
Rearranging this equation results in
Ek+ -Ek T TAt = FEk + EkF + GQG + (FEkFT ) At (A-36)
As At -- 0, the above equation approaches the following continuous vector equation
E = FE +EFT +GQGT (A-37)
If the noise of the error states are uncorrelated between components of the state vec-
tor, the spectral density matrix Q is a diagonal matrix with the appropriate q terms
from Equation A-9 along the diagonal. For a three-dimensional state, the spectral den-
sity matrix would look like
2(y2
xl 0 02
q1 0 0 202
S= q 2 0 = 0 0 (A-38)
0 0 q3 2g2
202
3930  0
where a 2 is the steady state variance, t is the correlation time, g describes how the
state is related to the noise (typically g = 1).
The continuous noise process written in vector form is
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Gw =7q -GQ1 (A-39)
where Tr is a vector of zero-mean, unit variance, Gaussian random numbers and At is
the integration time step. The At in this continuous expression for the white noise pro-
cess is a result of the discrete approximation of a continuous white noise function
which was discussed earlier in connection with the continuous scalar case.
The continuous vector equations for the error state and covariance are listed
below:
x = FQx + r (A-40)
= FE +EFT + GQGT (A-41)
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Appendix B
Propagation Equations for a Second-Order Markov Process
References [8] and [12] provide extensive treatment of random variables and ran-
dom processes. The propagation equations for a terrain second-order Markov process
are supplied here for the continuous and discrete cases.
B.1 Continuous Case
The behavior of a terrain second-order Markov process (TSOM), x (t) is
described by the mean squared value, a2 , the characteristic distance, rd' and te hori-
zontal velocity, VH. The differential equation describing the time behavior of the error
is expressed by
21+ -+ x + w = 0 (B-l)
where T d and w is the noise in the error state. Equation B-1 can be described inVH
state space notation by
x = Fx + Gw (B-2)
where F describes the state of x, w is the noise in the error state, and G describes how
the state is related to the noise, typically G = I. In state space notation, Equation B-1
becomes the following:
= 1 + (B-3)
The corresponding covariance propagation equation is given by
E = FE + EF + Q (B-4)
where E is the error covariance matrix, F describes the state as above, and Q is the
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process noise spectral density matrix. For a continuous second-order Markov process,
the process noise spectral density matrix is as follows:
Q = 04(2 (B-5)
B.2 Discrete Case
To implement this process in a discrete manner, the state transition matrix
D (tk + 1, tk) , may be calculated from the matrix exponential
4) (tk + , tk) = e F(tk+tk (5-1)
or by the approximation
I At
D (tk+ ,tk) = (I+ FAt) = At 2At . (5-2)
__ I - -
The discrete vector expression for the error covariance matrix is
Ek+l = (kEk + Qk (B-6)
where Ek + 1 and Ek are the covariance matrices of x at times tk + 1 and tk, Dk is the
discrete state transition matrix, and Qk is the discrete process noise matrix which can
be calculated as follows:
Qk = 42At (B-7)
Similarly the disc ete xpression for the er or tate is
Similarly the discrete expression for the error state is
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(B-8)k + I kXk + W- k
where xk + , xkare the error states at times tk + 1 and tk, and wk is the discrete noise
term.
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